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The Seventh-day Adventist Identity
—Who Are We as a Community of Faith?
Webster’s dictionary defines identity as “the characteristics and qualities of a person, considered collectively and regarded as essential to that person’s
self-awareness.”1 Identity is thus about who or what a
person is. This personal identity needs to be enlarged
to the group or collective identity, which is defined
as “numbers of persons or things classified together
because of common characteristics, community of interests, etc.”2 The group identity has at least two main
benefits: (1) it “gives a person a way to feel connected
to something that is larger than him or herself”; and
(2) “it gives us some cues about how to act. By knowing
what group we belong to, we know what sorts of behaviors are expected of us.”3

So, who are we as Seventh-day Adventists? How do
we describe our Seventh-day Adventist identity? What
are the distinguishing characteristics and qualities
of Seventh-day Adventists? What is essential for our

self-awareness and self-perception? Before exploring
these pertinent questions, we need to briefly review
Jesus’s identity, as He is our model, as well as the identities of the Old and New Testament churches, and learn
from them.
Christ’s Identification
Jesus Christ asked His disciples questions that
helped them to recognize His identity. First, He investigated what others said about Him, the Son of Man. By
accepting this title for Himself, He identified not only
with humanity as a human person (Psalm 8:4; Ezekiel;
2:1, 3), but it also pointed to the fact that He was the One
described in Daniel 7:13, the divine Being coming down
from heaven. The disciples responded: “Some say John
the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah
or one of the prophets” (Matthew 16:14 NIV). From that
answer, it is obvious that people did not understand who
Jesus was. Then Jesus posed to His disciples the principal question: “But what about you…who do you say I
am?” (Matthew 16:15 NIV). Peter’s response pointed to
the outstanding revelation by God in regard to Jesus’s
identity: “You are the Christ [the Messiah], the Son of
the Living God” (Matthew 16:16 NKJV). Jesus replied to
Peter: “This was not revealed to you by flesh and blood,
but by my Father in heaven” (Matthew 16:17 NIV). Jesus
Christ was more than a prophet; He was the fulfillment
of the Old Testament prophecies regarding the coming
of the Messiah.4 He was the incarnated God (John 1:1–3,
14; 1 Timothy 3:16).
Two dominant features become evident from this
discussion. First, Christ’s identity was recognized on
the basis of God’s revelation, which was given by the
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guidance of the Holy Spirit (John 14:26; 16:13–14;
2 Timothy 3:16; 2 Peter 1:21). His role, function and
Messiahship was revealed in the Holy Writings. He was
the Promised Seed, Immanuel (God with us), Shiloh,
Scepter, Star, Prophet, Redeemer, Lord, Davidic King,
Servant of the Lord and Judge.5 Second, Jesus Christ
was defined by His close relationship to His heavenly
Father: “You are…the Son of the living God.” These revelational and relational aspects form two pillars of who He
is. This is why He was and is followed, admired, obeyed
and worshiped. Thomas confessed aptly: “My Lord and
my God!” (John 20:28 NIV).
Identity of God’s People in Biblical Times
The same two factors prevail in regard to the Old
Testament or the New Testament churches. God’s people are defined by (1) their relationship to their God;
and (2) their following of God’s revealed instructions,
His teaching. Their values, concepts, faith, doctrine,
ethics, practical life and worldview were defined by
God’s revelation as presented in the Holy Writings.
In both Testaments, God’s people are identified as
special people who are called and set apart by God
for a unique mission;6 because of the exceptional
revealed truth, they needed to practice and proclaim
it to the world. Israel was appointed to be a light to the
whole world and live God’s given message in an exemplary way to attract others to the living God, the Holy
Creator.7 God called Abraham to be a blessing to all: “All
peoples [lit. all families; Hebrew: kol mishpakhah] on
earth will be blessed through you” (Genesis 12:3 NIV).
God said to Israel, through Moses, when He established
His covenant with them: “Now therefore, if you will
indeed obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall
be my treasured possession [Hebrew: segullah, possession, personal property, peculiar treasure; LXX: laos
periusios, special or chosen people] among all peoples,
for all the earth is mine; and you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exodus 19:5–6 ESV;
emphasis added). This phrase “you shall be my treasured possession” is rendered by the KJV as “ye shall
be a peculiar treasure” (19:5). The NIRV expresses the
same thought in the following way: “…out of all of the
nations you will be my special treasure” (Exodus 19:5
NIRV). Thus, God states that Israel will be His special
people because He personally treasured them and saw
them as “a kingdom of priests” and “a holy nation.” The
apostle Peter repeated these phrases as a commission
for Christians: “But you are a chosen people [Greek:
genos eklekton], a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s
special possession, that you may declare the praises of
him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful
light. Once you were not a people, but now you are the
people of God; once you had not received mercy, but
now you have received mercy” (1 Peter 2:9–10 NIV).
5
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This means that the distinctiveness of God’s people
is closely associated with their relationship with God.
The apostle Paul states the same about the believers
in Christ in his letter to the Colossians: “Therefore,
as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe
yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility,
gentleness and patience” (Colossians 3:12 NIV).
Identity of Seventh-day Adventists
A. The Big Picture: General Observations
First, Seventh-day Adventists, as a community of
faith, believe in a personal God who is a supernatural, spiritual Being, not a principle, nor a mere power.
We do not worship nature, Mother Earth, the Cosmic
Force, or other mystical, magnetic, magical, spiritualistic or evil energies or creatures. Humans can relate to
this personal God and cultivate a meaningful relationship with Him because He communicates with humanity and reveals His truth. Thus, we are not atheists,
agnostics, animists or naturalists, but believers in the
invisible but loving God.
Second, in the spectrum of world religions, we are
Christians (not Buddhists, Hindus, Jews or Muslims).
We embrace the rich Judeo-Christian heritage and
accept the existence of the living God, the Creator of
life, the whole Universe and everything in it, and the
fundamental ethical values, including the validity
of the Decalogue. We have many things in common
with other Christians (including Roman Catholics and
Orthodox believers). For example, we believe in the inspiration of the Bible and accept it as the Word of God.
We believe in the Trinity, the authority of God’s law,
salvation in Christ from sin and death, the existence
of Satan, eternal life only in Jesus Christ, the Holy
Spirit, one universal Church, obedience to God, baptism, the Lord’s Supper, the sanctity of marriage, the
Second Coming of Jesus Christ our Lord, and the bodily
resurrection.
Third, we are Protestants who belong to the family of Protestant churches, and with them we maintain
that the early Christian Church is an ideal model to be
followed. Together with them, we protest against the
distortion of biblical truth, corruption, misbehavior
and misuse of ecclesiastical authority, and stand for
biblically-oriented Christianity. We believe that only
Jesus Christ is the Head of the Church, uniquely God,
and can forgive sins. We also have other things in
common with our Protestant friends, as we share with
them the conviction about the rightness and relevance
of five Protestant principles which further define the
values we cherish:
(1) Sola Scriptura (by Scripture alone). Only the Holy
Scripture, not Church tradition, votes of the Church,
priestly office or ecclesiastical authority, is the foundational and highest authority in matters of doctrine
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Ibid., 18-39.
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and practice. We uplift the Bible as the final judge in
questions of faith and ethics (Romans 15:4; 2 Timothy
3:16–17; 2 Peter 1:20–21; 2:20).
(2) Sola gratia (by grace alone). We confess that we
are saved solely by God’s grace through faith in Christ
Jesus. This excludes any merit done by a person to
achieve salvation. God’s amazing grace is the source of
our redemption. It is built on what Christ has done for
us (Ephesians 2:8–9; Titus 2:11–14).
(3) Sola fide (by faith alone). We are saved through
faith and not by our deeds (John 3:16; Galatians 2:16;
3:11; Ephesians 2:4–10). Salvation is a free gift coming from God and accepted by faith. However, faith
is not our savior—it is a means by which we accept
salvation. We are saved by faith alone, but faith never
stays alone because it is then accompanied by good
works performed out of gratitude for the gift of salvation. Faith is the root and good deeds are the fruit of

(5) Soli Deo gloria (to God the glory alone). Only to
God belongs glory for everything He is doing for us, in
us, through us, and around us (Jeremiah 9:23–24;
1 Corinthians 1:29, 31; 10:31).
To them one can add two additional biblical principles, which were added later:
(6) Sola charitas (by love alone). All we do only has
true value when it is done out of love and gratitude
to God for His goodness, kindness and faithfulness
toward us. Love is and should be a genuine motif of all
our activities (Psalms 100:1–5; 103:1–4; 1 Corinthians
13:1–13; 2 Corinthians 5:14; Colossians 3:14).
(7) Sola Spiritus (by the Spirit alone). The Holy Spirit
alone is leading our lives and enables us to do God’s
will, to follow, worship, obey and serve Him (Ezekiel
36:26–27; John 14:26; 16:13–14; Romans 8:13–15;
Philippians 2:13).
Fourth, among the Protestant family of different
denominations, we are not Lutherans, Anglicans,
Reformed Christians, Methodists, Pentecostals,
Baptists, or even Seventh-day Baptists, but Seventhday Adventists. What does it mean, even though we
share so much in common with all of them? There are
a few more characteristics which makes us distinct
with a specific flavor.
B. Specific Details of the Seventh-day Adventist Identity
Please note that the following first two components
are important overall factors of our Adventist identity.
Elements 3–7 further expand on Adventist identity by
giving specific details.

salvation. Obedience to God’s law and His revealed
teaching is only possible for saved, regenerated people
empowered to do so by the Holy Spirit, His Word and
grace (Deuteronomy 8:3; Ezekiel 36:25–27; John 3:3–5;
15:4–5, 16; Romans 12:1–2; Philippians 4:13; Titus
2:11–14).
(4) Solo Christo (by Christ alone). Christ alone is
our Savior and Intercessor between God and humans,
not angels, saints, Mary, or someone or something
else (John 14:6; Romans 8:34; 1 Timothy 2:5; Hebrews
7:25). He is our Lord and King (John 20:28; 1 Timothy
1:17; 6:15; Revelation 17:14; 19:16).
8
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1. Derived from the Holy Scripture
Our identity comes to us from outside of us. It is
given as a gift from God, from His revelation. Our
identity depends on our understanding of the Word of
God and is derived from the interpretation of the Holy
Scripture. The Bible as God’s revelation is telling us
who we are. More particularly, the identity question
is expressed in our self-understanding based on the
Bible, especially resulting from the understanding of
the prophetic interpretation of the Bible, particularly
from Daniel 7–9 (focused on 8:14), Malachi 4:4–6, and
Revelation 14:6–13 (where the eternal Gospel is captured in the form of the Three Angels’ Message); cf.
Revelation 10:1–11; 11:3–7, 18–19. For us, the Bible is
not only informative but formative and has decisive
and final authority in matters of doctrine and ethics. As
the eschatological remnant movement, we have been
entrusted with the end-time message summarized in
Revelation 14:6–13, thus we understand that we are
under the prophetic mandate to proclaim it.8
2. Centered in Christ
Our identity is rooted in Christ because we derive

For an understanding of Seventh-day Adventist remnant theology, see Angel Manuel Rodriguez, ed., Toward a Theology of the Remnant
(Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 2009); idem, ed., Message, Mission and Unity of the Church (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute, 2013).
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our existence and awareness of who we are from our
relationship with Him. We are who we are because of
Him (1 Corinthians 15:10; Galatians 3:20); He is our life
(John 14:6; Colossians 3:4). We believe that we are God’s
sons and daughters (John 1:12; Galatians 3:26; 1 John
3:1). We are forgiven, redeemed and saved because
of what He did for us (Romans 3:23–26; 5:1–2; 8:1;
1 Corinthians 6:11; 1 John 1:9). He died for us (Isaiah
53:4–6; 1 Corinthians 15:3), and this ultimate sacrifice
gives us immeasurable worth and a sense of belonging,
and also eternal life (John 3:16–17; 1 John 5:11–13).
We are His twice, first, because He is our Creator and,
second, because He redeemed us from eternal death
and became our Savior (Psalm 100:3; Romans 5:6–11;
2 Corinthians 5:21; Galatians 3:13–14).
Thus, our identity depends on our knowledge
of Christ, on His teaching, and on our relationship
with Him. We can only know Him fully on the basis
of the testimony of the Holy Scriptures. Jesus is our
Righteousness (Jeremiah 23:6; 33:16; Romans 5:21;
1 Corinthians 1:30), the Sun of Righteousness (Malachi
4:2), and the only Savior (Acts 4:12). His sinless life
(Luke 1:35; John 8:46; 14:30; Hebrews 4:15) and death
on our behalf (Isa 53:4-6; 2 Cor 5:21; Gal 3:13-14) is
the guarantee of our salvation, to which we cannot add
anything but only humbly receive it with a grateful
heart. His resurrection proves His unique position as
our Redeemer (John 11:25; Romans 5:10; Revelation
1:18), and He is our living Intercessor (Romans 8:34)
helping us in our everyday struggles (1 John 2:1), saving
us completely (Hebrews 7:25), and silencing the accusations of Satan against us (Revelations 12:10–12). He
is our wisdom and power of life (1 Corinthians 1:30).
We are Christ’s followers and His disciples (Matthew
28:19) and are called by God to observe everything God
has revealed to humanity (Matthew 28:20). This is why
we are His servants (Luke 17:20; 1 Corinthians 4:1;
2 Corinthians 6:4; Philippians 1:1), His friends (John
15:15), and His children, sons and daughters of God
(John 1:12; Galatians 3:26; 1 John 3:1).
Christ is the central point of our theological system
and doctrines and must be uplifted above all else. Ellen
White underlines that He has to always be first in everything we proclaim: “The Sacrifice of Christ as an atonement for sin is the great truth around which all other
truths cluster. In order to be rightly understood and appreciated, every truth in the Word of God, from Genesis
to Revelation, must be studied in the light that streams
from the Cross of Calvary. I present before you the great,
grand monument of mercy and regeneration, Salvation
and redemption—the Son of God uplifted on the cross.

This is to be the foundation of every discourse given by
our ministers.”9 Again, she stresses this point: “Of all
professing Christians, Seventh-day Adventists should be
foremost in uplifting Christ before the world.”10
3. Summarized in Our Denominational Name
Our faith community’s name “Seventh-day
Adventist Church” reveals our identity and captures
very well our two main theological anchors. (1) We are
Seventh-day Adventists, which means that we look
back to our roots: namely, to the biblical Creation and
to our Creator, who created life on earth and everything
on it in six days. He then established a memorial of
His creative activity by instituting, on the seventh day,
the weekly Sabbath in order for humans to engage in
genuine worship, cultivating a close relationship with
Him as well as with people around us. Doukhan put it
eloquently: “The ‘yes’ to creation is a ‘yes’ to the joy of
life. The seventh-day Sabbath connects us with the human reality of this world, with our families (Leviticus
19:3), but also with our servants and our employees
and with the foreigners (Exodus 20:10), as well as with
the animals of creation (Exodus 20:10).”11 Sabbath
connects our faith with real life. (2) We are Seventhday Adventists, which means that we are looking to the
future, an eschatological time, when a full re-Creation
will take place, since sin has marred the beauty of
God’s original Creation and destroyed our relationship
with God and consequently all other relations. Between
these two pillars—Creation and Eschatology—lies the
plan of salvation. We believe in a completed salvation,
an eschatological movement, when physical life will
be restored according to the original plan, without sin,
death, sickness, crime, violence, pain, weeping and
suffering. We look back to know from where we came,
center our theology on the event of the cross, and look
forward, expecting the Second Coming of Jesus and
His kingdom with its eternal life, joy, peace and security. Creation points to our roots and eschatology
anchors our hope in the future. This brings a healthy
tension into our life and theology.
The paradox of our existence is expressed by these
two chronological opposites: creation and eschatology. Our theology stands or falls on Creation theology,12
and the eschatological dimension leads us to the eternal realm (Ecclesiastes 3:11; 1 John 4:14; 5:11–13).
Salvation is much more than only our personal experience. It has eternal and cosmic dimensions because it
leads to the ultimate restoration of all in Christ Jesus
(Ephesians 1:10). In between these two pillars lies
the plan of salvation, which is nothing else than God’s
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perfect plan of re-Creation. The big biblical metanarrative goes from Creation to de-Creation (with the fall into
sin and the first part of the Flood story) and re-Creation,
from Genesis 1–2 to Revelation 21–22.13 We need to
understand God’s mighty acts in the past, see what He is
currently doing, and look forward to what He will do in
the future.
Our Church’s name and its theology help us to not
fall into a spiritualizing trap that can be labeled as a
“salvation-only Gospel” in which the
biblical teaching is narrowed only to the
cross and non-physical realities outside
of time and space. In that case, salvation
then becomes esoteric and detached
from life and the joy of a physical creation. A proper balance with tensions
and paradoxes of life is a true life mystery and is like spices added to one’s
food. We need to avoid the temptation of
neo-Marcionism, neo-Docetism, neoGnosticism or Neo-Platonism, where
only the spiritual is good but the physical is marginalized (thus, e.g., biblical
kerygma is what counts, but not so much
factual history). We need to recognize
the value of our bodies; our name and
theology guard against sentimentalism, asceticism or
mysticism, and guide us to an appreciation of the created things around us that are beautiful and physical.
The physical is not of less value and importance since
our lifestyle matters (1 Corinthians 6:19–20; 10:31; cf.
1 Corinthians 15:12–19; 1 John 4:1–3).

foundational stone and all-encompassing truth of our
theological system.
Satan, on the other hand, is an intruder and enemy
of God, even though he was created as an anointed
cherub, Lucifer, a most beautiful, wise and perfect creature (Isaiah 14:12; Ezekiel 28:12–15). He accused God
of not being loving, fair or just, but a tyrant who takes
away one’s freedom with His stringent commandments
and demands for absolute obedience (Genesis 3:1–10;
Job 1–2; Isaiah 14:12–15; Ezekiel
28:11–19; Matthew 4:1–11; Luke 10:18;
John 8:44; Revelation 12:4–17).15 John
Peckham aptly states: “In brief, I argue
that God’s love (properly understood)
is at the center of a cosmic dispute and
that God’s commitment to love provides a morally sufficient reason for
God’s allowance of evil, with significant
ramifications for understanding divine
providence as operating within what I
call covenantal rules of engagement.”16
This metanarrative gives important
insight into the overall biblical-theological teaching. The truth about who God
is and His actions, as well as the believers’ allegiance to Him and His law, is at
the core of this great controversy presented in biblical
teaching. The spiritual warfare is also recognized by
non-Adventist scholars.17 This controversy has a cosmic dimension.18 Already the Reformation recognized
that it is not only important to present the beauty and
teaching of Christ, but also unmask the deceptive work
of the Antichrist in its various forms. Thus, the Great
Controversy is not just about the right day of worship or
worship itself, but about the character of God. The living
God is the God of love, truth and justice, and only such a
God can be respected, admired, loved, followed, served
and worshiped.

...this spiritual
warfare is
embedded as a
dominant and
all-prevailing
factor in our
theology.

4. Framed in the Great Controversy Theology
Our understanding of the biblical message is built
on the recognition that there is a fierce battle between
Christ and Satan, good and evil, light and darkness,
and this spiritual warfare is embedded as a dominant and all-prevailing factor in our theology.14 A right
understanding of the character of God is the key. God
is love (Deuteronomy 7:8; 1 John 4:16), which is the
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5. Focused on God’s Judgment in the Setting of the
Sanctuary Doctrine
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The Seventh-day Adventist identity is focused on
the divine judgment, the central issue in the Sanctuary
doctrine.19 However, it needs to be underlined that the
setting of this doctrine has two aspects in Adventist
thinking: (1) The doctrine of the sanctuary is not just
one doctrine among many, but it is the “heuristic key”
into the biblical system of truth. In other words, it is
the glue that holds together the entire coherent structure of biblical teaching. Ellen White maintains that
the sanctuary “opened to view a
complete system of truth, connected
and harmonious.”20 (2) The original
and basic purpose of the heavenly
(and earthly) sanctuary is the place
where God lives in space and time
and “dwells among” His creatures and
invites them to come and worship and
fellowship with Him in His heavenly
palace/temple/home (Psalm 150:1;
Isaiah 6:1–6; Revelation 4 and 5). This
is a revelation of a God who is acting
in time and space.21 The aspect of the
divine judgment is important, but became a reality only after the rise of sin
and will eventually be finished with
the Last Judgment of Revelation 20.
However, the heavenly sanctuary has
existed from the beginning (Jeremiah
17:12) and will continue forever as the
place where God is with His people
(Revelation 21:3).
The divine judgment truly and impartially defines
our existence and vindicates God because it solves the
problem of sin, saves people who trust God, and restores
full harmony and peace in the Universe. The biblical
teaching on judgment is not a peripheral or esoteric
concept, but the central piece of the biblical view of life;
it permeates everything. From the first trial judgment
recorded in Genesis 3, through judgments on Cain,
the antediluvian world, builders of the tower of Babel,

Sodom and Gomorrah, until the final judgment mentioned in Revelation 20, almost every page of the Bible
speaks of divine judgment. The Day of Atonement is situated at the very center of the Pentateuch (Leviticus 16),
the Day of Judgment, which culminates the Israelites’
yearly sacrificial system. The whole books of Judges and
Daniel, as well as many Psalms, underlie the notion of
judgment and explain its meaning.
We are under God’s judgment all the time; it is not
a threat, but the good news of redemption. This Gospel according to God’s
judgment is in reality a presentation of
the divine plan of salvation and brings
glory to God.22 Christ is our Judge and
Intercessor.23 In view of the broad biblical teaching on the divine judgment
and the strong emphasis on the cosmic
restoration of justice, peace and harmony, it is no wonder that this doctrine
is the heartbeat of our Seventh-day
Adventist theology.
George Ladd correctly explains:
“The doctrine of justification means
that God has pronounced the eschatological verdict of acquittal over the man
of faith in the present, in advance of the
final judgment… Thus the man in Christ
is actually righteous, not ethically but
forensically, in terms of his relationship
to God.”24 God is just (Deuteronomy
32:4; Psalms 31:5; 2 Chronicles 15:3;
2 Thessalonians 1:6; 1 John 1:9), He never perverts His
judgment or can be accused of favoritism (Proverbs
17:15; Acts 10:34–35; Ephesians 6:9; Colossians 3:25).
He is just while justifying sinners (Romans 3:26;
Revelation 16:7), because He changes them. God sees
in the present what we will become by the power of the
Holy Spirit, His mighty word, and His blazing grace. He
declares us righteous because, by His amazing grace,
we will be righteous; our lives will be transformed.25

The biblical
teaching on
judgment is not
a peripheral or
esoteric concept,
but the central
piece of the biblical view of life;
it permeates
everything.
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For details, see Richard M. Davidson, A Song for the Sanctuary: Experiencing God’s Presence in Shadow and Reality (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute; Nampa, ID: Pacific Press, 2020).

20

White, The Great Controversy, 423.

21

Fernando Canale demonstrates that the nature of God is not timeless and spaceless like most Christian systems, following neo-Platonism,
still maintain, but is the One who comes into time and space in the sanctuary because He exercises the incarnational or Emmanuel
principle of “God with us” from the very beginning of creation (Jeremiah 17:12). The biblical God is the personal God who invites His
creatures to enter into intimate relationship and worship Him. For details, see Fernando L. Canale, “Philosophical Foundations and
the Biblical Sanctuary,” Andrews University Seminary Studies 36, no. 2 (1998): 183–206; idem, The Cognitive Principle of Christian Theology: A
Hermeneutical Study of the Revelation and Inspiration of the Bible (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University LithoTech, 2005).

22

Jiří Moskala, “The Gospel According to God’s Judgment: Judgment as Salvation,” Journal of the Adventist Theological Society 22, no. 1
(2011):28–49; idem, “Toward a Biblical Theology of God’s Judgment: A Celebration of the Cross in Seven Phases of Divine Universal
Judgment (An Overview of a Theocentric-Christocentric Approach),” Journal of the Adventist Theological Society 15, no. 1 (Spring 2004):
138–165; James M. Hamilton Jr., God’s Glory in Salvation Through Judgment: A Biblical Theology (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2010).

23

Jiří Moskala, “The Meaning of the Intercessory Ministry of Jesus Christ on Our Behalf in the Heavenly Sanctuary,” Journal of the Adventist
Theological Seminary 28, no. 1 (2017): 3–25.

24

George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1974), 446.

 God’s grace is amazing not only because sinners can be saved, but because His grace is transforming. If His grace is not transforming,

25

then it is not amazing. We are changed by beholding Jesus (2 Corinthians 3:18; Colossians 3:1–4, 10; Hebrews 12:2; Philippians 2:13), and
by the power of His Word and Spirit (Psalms 33:6; Ezekiel 36:26–28; John 3:5; Titus 3:5; 1 Peter 1:23; James 1:18).
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We are new creatures in Christ, and His grace will grow
in us (2 Corinthians 5:17; Galatians 6:15; 1 Corinthians
3:7; 2 Corinthians 10:15; Ephesians 4:13–15; Colossians
2:19; 1 Peter 2:2; 2 Peter 3:18). Grace is amazing because
it changes people and does what we cannot accomplish
for ourselves (Romans 7:14–18; Jeremiah 13:23; Isaiah
64:6; Matthew 11:28–30; John 1:12; 3:7; Acts 4:12;
Ephesians 2:4–5; Romans 8:10–11; 1 John 3:1–6). When
we pass through God’s acquittal, He justifies us as our
Judge; then in His eyes, we are what we will be.
God is our Judge, and this fact makes us who we are.
Peter Brunner, a Lutheran theologian and professor of
systematic theology who lectured in Heidelberg until
his retirement, excellently and with detailed precision
explains the relationship between our identity and
God’s judgment. He touches on the core of the matter:
“Living in every instance in the judgment of God makes
our life what it is. Living in the judgment of God is the
creative power that makes us what we actually are. We
do not make ourselves what we are; God’s judgment
about us makes us what we are, for the judgment of
God works very differently from human judgment…. I
am what God thinks about me. God’s judgment carries
with it the immediate power of execution. God’s decree
creates what it says…. If God decrees, ‘He is my beloved
child,’ then that is what I really am, even when so much
seems to speak against it…. God’s judgment about you
and me creates the basic foundation of our existence.
I live as I live in the judgment of God. I am what I am
through the judgment of God. Any weight that I might
place on the scale of my life produces only a superficial
and temporary swing. But what God’s judgment brings
into my life shifts the balance for all time and eternity.
That is why the question of what God thinks of me is
the most important of all questions.”26 God’s impartial
judgment makes us a “new creation” (2 Corinthians
5:17). In Christ we have everything (Galatians 3:29; 4:7;
Romans 4:13–16; 8:32; 1 John 3:1), and we can entirely
wrap ourselves in His divine forgiveness (1 John 1:7,
9; 5:12–13, 20). God recreates through His judgments,
which ultimately bring Him glory. The Gospel according
to God’s judgment is actually the working out of the plan
of redemption.
The time of God’s “judgment has come” (Revelation
14:7), and we need to announce the last Gospel message of love to the world that includes the reality of the
pre-Advent judgment, which is currently going on in
heaven (Daniel 7–9). This cosmic eschatological judgment brings the final solution to the problem of sin,
resulting in the vindication of God’s character of love,
the salvation of the righteous, the establishment of the
eternal kingdom of God, and the annihilation of evil,
the wicked, evil angels and Satan. This apocalyptic
hope anchored in Christ’s love, truth and justice is the
essence of the biblical good news and a unique contribution of Adventism to Christian theology.

8

6. Resides in a Recognition of the “and” but in a Proper
Sequence
The genius of Seventh-day Adventism is in the
conjunction and, like putting together the Gospel and
the law, grace and obedience, faith and works (Romans
3:31; 1 Corinthians 7:19).27 The and is exegetically and
theologically well expressed in Revelation 14:12, which
states: “Here is the patience of the saints; here are
those who keep the commandments of God and the
faith of Jesus” (Revelation 14:12 NKJV). However, the
proper sequence of applying God’s truth in life is crucial. First comes the indicative of the Gospel followed
by the imperative of the Gospel. First comes grace and
then obedience; first is faith and then works; first is
experienced salvation and then the law is internalized.
Grace accepted through faith is the root of salvation,
and ethics is its fruit and result. One can give numerous examples of this truth. God first created everything
perfect and only then did He make humans and command them to keep what He gave them as a perfect gift
to be maintained in its original state (Genesis 2:15–17).
When Adan and Eve sinned, it was God who searched
for them in His grace: “Where are you?” (Genesis 3:9).
This is the pattern, because God always takes the first
step and is the Initiator of our salvation. God brought
Israel out of Egypt, gave them freedom, and only then
did He give them the gift of the Decalogue. Paul, in the
Epistle to Romans, first explains the Gospel: we are
all sinners and need Jesus Christ as our Savior (Ch.
1–8). He follows by applying it to the Jewish nation (Ch.
9–11), and then he elaborates on the consequences
of these facts, namely, obedience by the redeemed in
Christ (Ch. 12–16). He is doing the same, for example,
in the Epistle to the Ephesians, where he first speaks
about the riches of God’s mercy (Ephesians 1–3) and
then points out how to walk in this light of the Gospel
(Ephesians 4–6).
It must be stressed that biblical truth is not a synthesis of various thoughts, concepts and teachings
(like in Hegelian philosophy when thesis and antithesis
is converted into synthesis), because biblical teaching is expressed in tension and is recognized as a
biblical paradox. We believe in the divine and human
nature of Christ simultaneously; we accept the Bible
as the Word of God, but written by human authors;
and we acknowledge our God to be a Sovereign Lord,
but we believe at the same time that humans are free
to choose to follow Him or not. The Triune nature of
God, Christ’s incarnation, the belief in resurrection
or regeneration, to name a few mysteries of life, are
beyond our comprehension. We as finite beings, with
our very limited intellectual capacities, are unable to
grasp the depth and ultimate wisdom of the divine.
Yes, we are already saved, but yet may die (John 3:16;
11:25); we already have eternal life, but are still mortal
(John 5:24); we are already in heaven, but yet physically living on earth (Ephesians 2:6). These paradoxes

26

Peter Brunner, “The Forgiveness of God and the Judgment of God,” Word & World 21, no. 3 (2001): 282. Emphasis is mine.

27

Ellen G. White, Review and Herald, October 8, 1861.
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cannot be understood by simple human logic, but only
make sense when one accepts God’s revelation and
bows down before His ultimate wisdom (Deuteronomy
29:29; Isaiah 66:2; Matthew 16:23b), then in a super
logic of faith these revealed truths make perfect sense
because in this way it becomes the wisdom of God for
the redeemed (1 Corinthians 1:23–24, 30). Anselm’s
motto is right: fides quaerence intellectum (faith seeking
understanding), and an individual who wants to know
it will be helped by God to find it (Matthew 7:7–8; John
7:17). Adventists also begin with faith in God and His
Word, and from that basis go forward to understand
truth and the realities of life.
7. Expressed in 28 Fundamental Beliefs—Further Defining
This Faith Community
The Seventh-day Adventist identity can be recognized in what we believe. As a worldwide Church, we
agreed in a consensus manner on 28 Fundamental
Beliefs that unite us as an eschatological movement.28
These fundament beliefs form a coherent, interconnected and organic system of truth regarding our faith and
practice. What we believe defines our existence. From
biblical teaching comes our ethical behavior, and out of
dogmatics springs our practice. The mosaic of biblical
truth presents a unique picture that is tied together by
a theocentric approach with the Triune God of love at
its very center. The atonement of Christ on the cross
is the core truth around which all is bound together;
thus, Christ lies at the center of each belief and ties them
together. Every biblical truth is important, but some
items are more important, or to say it better, they play a
key, principal and dominant role. Jesus made it obvious
when He explained what is the greatest commandment
of God: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your mind.’ This is the
first and greatest commandment. And the second is like
it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ All the Law and the
Prophets hang on these two commandments” (Matthew
22:36–40 NIV). Again, in His final public rebuke, He addressed the Pharisees: “Woe to you, teachers of the law
and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your
spices—mint, dill and cumin. But you have neglected the
more important matters of the law—justice, mercy and
faithfulness. You should have practiced the latter, without neglecting the former” (Matthew 23:23 NIV). The
Apostle Paul emphatically underlines that all actions
must have the right motivation of love, otherwise they
have no value: “If I speak in the tongues of men and of
angels, but have not love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging
cymbal. And if I have prophetic powers, and understand

all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith, so
as to remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing.
If I give away all I have, and if I deliver up my body to be
burned, but have not love, I gain nothing” (1 Corinthians
13:1–3 ESV). Thus, principles of love, righteousness, justice, truth, compassion, obedience, peace, joy and faithfulness are weightier matters than anything else (see
also Proverbs 21:3; Micah 6:6–8; Matthew 9:13; Romans
14:17). Who God is and that Christ is our Savior are the
key beliefs because this is the fountain of our salvation
and eternal life (John 3:16; 5:24; 17:3; 1 John 4:12–13).
Biblically, God is the God of relationship, and the
primary task for Him is not an accomplishment, but
to bring people into a close relationship with Him, a
relationship sin destroyed (Exodus 19:4; Joel 2:12-13;
John 12:32). This is the ultimate goal of all these 28
faith statements. All of them are about who God is and
what He is doing. All of them should transform our
own belief system, worldview, culture and customs,
and influence how we see the world and live. Our
emphasis is on the literal second coming of Christ, the
7th-day Sabbath, natural mortality, no immortal soul,
no eternal punishment of the wicked in hell, justice,
immortality received only in Christ at His Second
Coming, the millennium in heaven, and the interpretation of prophecies. In the background of these beliefs
is the usage of biblical hermeneutics, called historicalgrammatical/literary-theological method to which the
Seventh-day Adventist Church subscribes.29
In reality, the Bible is our only creed. Our pioneers
had an overwhelming fear of accepting a creed because they thought that in this way doctrine would be
fixed, put in stone, and over time become very sterile,
and finally no one would be able to change it. “The
Bible is our Creed. We reject everything in the form of
a human creed.”30 John Loughborough claimed: “The
first step of apostasy is to get up a creed, telling us
what we shall believe. The second is to make that creed
a test of fellowship. The third is to try members by that
creed. The fourth to denounce as heretics those who do
not believe that creed. And, fifth, to commence persecution against such.”31
The Preamble to “The Seventh-day Adventist 28
Fundamental Beliefs” states this principle clearly:
“Seventh-day Adventists accept the Bible as their only
creed and hold certain fundamental beliefs to be the
teaching of the Holy Scriptures. These beliefs, as set
forth here, constitute the Church’s understanding
and expression of the teaching of Scripture. Revision
of these statements may be expected at a General

28

Seventh-day Adventists Believe: An Exposition of the Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, 3rd ed. (Silver Spring, MD: Review and
Herald, 2018).

29

General Conference Annual Council Rio de Janeiro Meeting. “Methods of Bible Study” (October 12, 1986). Online: http://adventistbiblical
research.org/materials/bible-interpretation-hermeneutics/methods-bible-study.

30

James White, Review and Herald, October 8, 1861, 148.

31

John Loughborough, Review and Herald, October 8, 1861, 148.
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Conference session when the Church is led by the Holy
Spirit to a fuller understanding of Bible truth or finds
better language in which to express the teaching of
God’s Holy Word.”32
Our 28 Fundamental Beliefs started in a very simple
and humble manner. James White wrote in 1853, when
the Advent group was slowly growing, that there were
three subjects of truth which unified Adventists together in the bond of love: “As a people we are brought
together from divisions of the Advent body, and from
the various denominations, holding different views
on some subjects; yet, thank Heaven, the Sabbath is a
mighty platform on which we can all stand united. And
while standing here, with the aid of no other creed than
the Word of God, and bound together by the bonds of
love—love for the truth, love for each other, and love
for a perishing world—‘which is stronger than death,’
all party feelings are lost. We are united in these great
subjects: Christ’s immediate, personal second Advent,
and the observance of all of the commandments of
God, and the faith of his Son Jesus Christ, as necessary
to a readiness for his Advent.”33
Ellen G. White identified the following pillars in
Adventism: “In Minneapolis God gave precious gems
of truth to His people in new settings. This light from
heaven by some was rejected … and there was much
talk about standing by the old landmarks. But there
was evidence they knew not what the old landmarks
were. There was evidence and there was reasoning
from the word that commended itself to the conscience; but the minds of men were fixed, sealed
against the entrance of light, because they had decided
it was a dangerous error removing the ‘old landmarks’
when it was not moving a peg of the old landmarks, but
they had perverted ideas of what constituted the old
landmarks. The passing of the time in 1844 was a period of great events, opening to our astonished eyes the
cleansing of the sanctuary transpiring in heaven, and
having decided relation to God’s people upon the earth,
[also] the first and second angels’ messages and the
third, unfurling the banner on which was inscribed,
‘The commandments of God and the faith of Jesus.’
One of the landmarks under this message was the temple of God, seen by His truth-loving people in heaven,
and the ark containing the law of God. The light of the
Sabbath of the fourth commandment flashed its strong
rays in the pathway of the transgressors of God’s law.

The non-immortality of the wicked is an old landmark.
I can call to mind nothing more that can come under
the head of the old landmarks. All this cry about changing the old landmarks is all imaginary.”34
On the basis of this quotation, Morris Venden
made a list of seven pillars: (1) the investigative judgment and the sanctuary; (2) the three angels’ message; (3) the law of God; (4) the faith of Jesus; (5) the
Sabbath; (6) the state of the dead; and (7) the gift of
prophecy.35 There were a few things that united us in
early Adventism but it grew in time. Study how our
Fundamental Beliefs developed and increased to 28
Fundamental Beliefs by going to the actual voted
statement of Fundamental Beliefs from the following
years in which the changes were made: 1931, 1946,
1980, 2005 and 2015.36
Ellen White encourages God’s people to search
constantly for a better understanding and for new
truth. Consider the following statements: “We must
not think, ‘Well, we have all the truth, we understand
the main pillars of our faith, and we may rest on this
knowledge.’ The truth is an advancing truth, and we
must walk in the increasing light.”37 “We have many
lessons to learn, and many, many to unlearn. God and
heaven alone are infallible.”38
On the other hand, Ellen White also strongly warned
not to remove solid landmarks or pillars of truth from
Seventh-day Adventism: “It is impossible to estimate
the evil results of removing one of the landmarks fixed
by the word of God. Few who venture to do this stop
with the rejection of a single truth. The majority continue to set aside one after another of the principles of
truth, until they become actual infidels…. And this is the
object which Satan seeks to accomplish. There is nothing that he desires more than to destroy confidence in
God and in His word.”39 “No line of truth that has made
the Seventh-day Adventist people what they are is to be
weakened. We have the old landmarks of truth, experience, and duty, and we are to stand firmly in defense of
our principles, in full view of the world.”40 “Never, never
seek to remove one landmark that the Lord has given
His people. The truth stands firmly established on the
eternal Rock—a foundation that storm and tempest can
never move…. Do not lower the banner of truth or allow
it to drop from your hands in order to unite with the solemn message for these last days anything that will tend
to hide the peculiar features of our faith.”41

32

Seventh-day Adventists Believe, v.
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Ellen G. White, The Advent Review, and Sabbath Herald, August 11, 1853.
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Ellen G. White, Counsels to Writers and Editors (Nashville: Southern Publishing Association, 1946), 30–31.
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Morris L. Venden, The Pillars (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press, 1982).
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See General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists Office of Archives, Statistics, and Research for online Seventh-day Adventist Yearbook
archives at https://www.adventistyearbook.org/old-yearbooks.
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White, Counsels to Writers and Editors, 33.
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Ibid., 37.
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White, Great Controversy, 525–526.
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Ellen G. White, Testimonies to the Church, vol. 6 (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1901), 17.
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Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, vol. 8 (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1904), 162.
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Conclusion
Our Adventist identity is derived from a careful
study of Holy Scripture under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, centered on Christ, rooted in Creation, focused
on Eschatology, the Divine Judgment, conditional immortality in Christ, and brought together into a unique
set of biblical teachings based on the paradoxes of
God’s revelation and the wonders of life, harmonized
between faith and law, grace and obedience, and
framed in the Great Controversy setting with the beauty
of God’s love and holiness at its very core. This context
makes Seventh-day Adventism unique among all other
communities of faith or religions.
I strongly believe that the best years of Seventh-day
Adventism are still ahead of us. We are a worldwide
movement called by God to proclaim the everlasting
Gospel, and to stay on this journey we need to be Godcentered, Spirit-filled, united in Christ, truth-rooted,
eschatologically-focused, mission-oriented, and people-serving people. In this way, we can reflect Christ’s
loving and just character. Ellen White underlines: “The
strongest argument in favor of the gospel is a loving
and lovable Christian.”42
Above all, we need to be loving, caring and graceoriented people always warming others with God’s love
(John 13:34–35). Always combining love and justice,
grace and judgment, faith and obedience, and doing it
in the right sequence. God can use authentic, genuine
42

and transparent people, not actors and actresses,
but sincere and honest and open believers. People
of integrity, humble, teachable, learning, and a serving community. People full of compassion, empathy,
trustworthy, for inclusion, equality, justice, freedom
and diversity. Bringing peace and joy, bearing the fruit
of the Spirit. Temperate and balanced. Always on the
journey, searching, adapting to new situations and
advancing. Becoming the light like stars in the sky—for
orientation in time and space. Infused with love, hope,
faith and led by the Spirit of God. Curious to discover
more about God’s loving, caring and holy character.
Creative, innovative, effective, relevant, meaningful,and
contemporary with present truth.
Our motto must always be the old yet still relevant
Protestant slogan: “Ecclesia reformata et semper reformanda secundum verbum Dei” (the Church reformed
and always reforming [being reformed] according to
the Word of God). Only by following this motto will
we be able to proclaim “the present truth” that will
be meaningful to people, relevant to the 21st century,
and oriented toward people’s various needs—spiritual, intellectual, emotional, physical and social—and
satisfy them. In this way, we can fulfill our mission,
and our lives, message and existence can bring glory
to God’s name.

Ellen G. White, The Ministry of Healing (Nampa, ID: Pacific Press, 1905), 470.

Seminary Student Week of Spiritual Emphasis (WOSE)
Tuesday, Sept. 22 – Thursday, Sept. 24, 2020
Andrea Jakobsons was born in the
Czech Republic and had to learn
English when the family moved to
the U.S. right before her freshman
year in high school. She is married
to Michael Jakobsons, who makes
sure that life is not boring. He has
worked in education for many years
as a principal and an associate
superintendent.
After finishing at the seminary, Andrea
worked as a Bible teacher and then as a youth and
young adult pastor at the Spencerville Church in
Maryland before answering the call to Kettering to
serve as their lead pastor.
She loves teaching the Bible and
seeing people grow in their relationship with Jesus
while also taking time for friends, art, working out,
hiking and biking.

Tuesday, March 9 – Thursday, March 11, 2021

Pavel Goia was born into communist Romania.
He was trained in a variety of fields, from law to
music, engineering and business, until he finally
ended up studying theology. After six years of
pastoring in Romania he spent some time in
Norway at the European Bible School, becoming
certified in Organic Agriculture & Healthy
Lifestyle. He then moved to the United States
where he pursued a Bachelor of Theology from
Southern Adventist University, and later the MDiv
and DMin programs at Andrews University. Pavel pastored in
Wisconsin for nine years and in Kentucky for seven years. He was
a member of the Ministerial Advisory Committee for the North
American Division, and is now serving as an associate ministerial
director for the General Conference Ministerial Association as
well as the editor for Ministry Magazine. Pavel is married to
Daniela and they have two grown children, Gabriel and Ovidiu. His
life has been filled with powerful answers to prayer and continues
to be one miracle after another.
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Strong in the
6

WORD

Be strong and courageous, because you will lead these people to inherit
the land I swore to their ancestors to give them. 7 “Be strong and very courageous. Be careful to obey all the law my servant Moses gave you; do not
turn from it to the right or to the left, that you may be successful wherever
you go. 8 Keep this Book of the Law always on your lips; meditate on it day
and night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it. Then
you will be prosperous and successful. 9 Have I not commanded you? Be
strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged, for the
Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.”

Joshua 1:6–9
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INCOMING

OUTGOING

John T. Boston II joined the team of the North
American Division Evangelism Institute (NADEI) on
Oct. 1, 2019, as associate director.

Bruce L. Bauer, professor of world mission (1989–
1997, 2001–2020), recently retired as professor
emeritus (April 1, 2020) after outstanding service as
chair, Department of World Mission, interim director,
Doctor of Ministry Program, and director, Doctor of
Missiology Program.

Jasmine J. Fraser was employed as assistant professor of discipleship and religious education on Jan.
1, 2020. To her general responsibilities as teacher
was added director of the MA (Religious Education)
Program on March 1, 2020, and director of the PhD
(Religious Education) Program on July 15, 2020.
Hong Park became administrative assistant for the
MA Religion Program on August 17, 2020. Her responsibilities include student services in North America
and overseas.
Sharyn R. Smoot was appointed director of Seminary
Business Administration on March 1, 2020. She brings
a wealth of expertise and experience to this position
having served as a legal assistant to the General Counsel
for five years and executive assistant for the Division of
University Advancement for eight years.

Bonnie J. Beres, administrative assistant for the
Department of Christian Ministry (1974–2020), recently retired after 46 years of service. “The thing I most
appreciated about working at Andrews,” reminisced
Bonnie, “was the interaction with students throughout
the years. I made many good friends and know many
pastors, conference and GC officials. Some still keep in
touch through social media. It has also been fun seeing
the children of former students follow in their parents’
footsteps and enroll in the MDiv program.”
Merlin D. Burt, professor of church history (2003–
2020), became research professor of church history
(August 1, 2020), when he accepted the appointment
as director of the E.G. White Estate at the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists in Maryland.

Pamela G. Climaco, administrative assistant for
the Department of Theology & Christian Philosophy
(2017–2020), moved to a pastorate in Alabama upon
the graduation of her husband.
Gorden R. Doss, DMin, PhD, professor of world mission (1998–2020), will be retiring December 31, 2020,
as professor emeritus.
Kleber Gonçalves, associate professor of world
mission (2015–2019), and director of the Doctor of
Ministry Program (2016–2019), accepted a call to serve
as director of the Center for Secular and Postmodern
Studies at the General Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists on January 1, 2020.

Stanley E. Patterson, professor of leadership
(2008–2020) and chair of the Department of Christian
Ministry (2010–2017), retired as professor emeritus
on July 1, 2020. He continues to serve as director of
the Christian Leadership Center at the Seventh-day
Adventist Theological Seminary.
Thomas R. Shepherd, professor of New Testament
(2008–2020), recently retired as professor emeritus
of New Testament (August 1, 2020), but will continue
serving as a senior research professor.
Allan R. Walshe, associate professor of discipleship (2008–2020) and chair of the Department of
Discipleship & Religious Education (2010–2020),
retired as professor emeritus on August 15, 2020.

John V.G. Matthews, professor of educational foundations and religious education (1999–2020) and director of the MA & PhD (Religious Education) Programs
(2016–2020), retired as professor emeritus on July 15,
2020.

CHANGING FACULTY
POSITIONS

Ada M. Mendez (2004–2019) retired December 31,
2019, as administrative assistant in the Seminary
Deans’ Office. She leaves a legacy of indefatigable service
to a diverse body of students from around the world.

Petr Činčala, director of the Institute of Church
Ministry, was recently appointed director of the
Doctor of Missiology Program.

Steven R. Nash, former director of Seminary Business
Administration (2004–2019), was appointed director
of Facilities Management for Andrews University on
January 1, 2020.

David A. Sedlacek, director of the MA in Youth &
Young Adult Ministry Program, was elected by his
peers to also serve as chair of the Department of
Discipleship & Religious Education on August 15,
2020, upon the retirement of Allan Walshe.

Glenda Patterson, administrative assistant for
the MA Religion Program (2013–2020), recently
transferred to the Andrews University Office of
Transportation.

Hyveth M. Williams, professor and director of homiletics for ten years in the Department of Christian
Ministry, was appointed director of the Doctor of
Ministry Program on Feb. 10, 2020.

Retirement farewell for Ada Mendez
(center) in December 2019
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FIRST THE BLADE
By David Sedlacek
First the Blade is a ministry to seminary families that
was initiated by seminary faculty who saw the struggles of many seminary student families to support
their children’s education in the Adventist school
system. Its initial vision was to provide limited
funding for Adventist education for these children.
As the ministry has evolved, its mission and vision
have expanded to include other forms of support for
seminary student families that includes resourcing,
counseling, parents’ night out, and other new ventures such as a children’s author program.
Staffing for First the Blade includes a faculty
coordinator currently from the Department of
Discipleship & Religious Education, seminary students who choose First the Blade as their Theological
Field Education internship experience, and social
work students who do either their first- or secondyear field placement with First the Blade under the
supervision of the faculty coordinator. Students can
also do their MA (religious education) family ministry practicum with First the Blade.

Scholarship Funds for Adventist
Christian Education
Each month, an offering is collected at one seminary worship service in order to provide funds for
scholarships for the Adventist education of the
children of seminary students who cannot fund this
education by themselves. Donations also come from
other faculty, staff and community sources. Students
18
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apply for these funds on an application form provided by the ministry. While the seminary family is
committed to supporting the children of the men
and women who study here, our experience over the
past few years has shown that what we can provide
alone falls far short of meeting the complete needs
of student families. Depending upon the amount that
comes in during both the fall and spring semesters,
we have been able to give amounts ranging from
$125–$350 per child per semester. There are still
many seminary student families who cannot afford
to send their children to Adventist schools due to
a lack of funds on their part as well as our inability
to help enough. We believe that our vision has been
too small. We serve a big God who is well able to
make it possible for any seminary student family
to send their children to an Adventist school, be it
elementary, academy or university. Our new vision is
in harmony with God’s more-than-abundant provision. Therefore, our goal is to fund an endowment
program that would be sufficient to provide funds
for every seminary family to enroll their children in
Adventist education. If you feel impressed to assist in
meeting this goal, please prayerfully make a generous tax-deductible contribution through the Andrew
University Giving website: vault.andrews.edu/vault/
app/pages/advancement/login/development. Locate
the “I Want to Invest In” link and scroll to the First the
Blade Scholarship Fund. Thank you in advance for
your help. Contributions to First the Blade are tax
deductible.

FIRST THE BLADE
Helping Seminary Families
Disciple Their Children

First the Blade

Other First the Blade Services

of the semester. We also try to connect families with
other families who can watch each other’s children in
The creative energy of seminary and social work
a cooperative childcare venture. At many of the events
students is greatly appreciated as they design proplanned by First the Blade, a spiritual educational
grams that are helpful to seminary student families.
element is included for the parents. Often the topic
We survey families to discover some of their real needs
relates to the family.
and below are some of the services we have found that
(4) Random Acts of Kindness: A new project being
Register to be eligible for a one-time tuition scholarWe are committed
to helping
youthem.
nurture and
resonate
with
initiated
by the First the Blade team involves recognizship for your child next school year
disciple your family while you are here at the
(1)
Parents’
Night
Out:
Students
are
very
busy
with
ing
that
everyone
needs to be treated kindly. When a
Watch for a schedule of monthly children’s proSeminary.
classes, reading, papers and other
projects.
Most
gramming
beginning
in September
person
does
a
good
deed, it feels good to be recognized
We pray that when you finish here, your children
of
them
also
must
work
to
provide
for
their
famCheck
out
the
growing
resource
center
in
DSRE
even
though
that
is
not
the motivation for being loving.
will be even more dedicated, Seventh-day Adsuiteto
withspend
books, games,
and other goodies
ily’sdisciples
needs.of Often
they
are too busy
enough
ventist, Christian
Jesus Christ
than
However,
when
a
person
is recognized randomly, just
to enhance family time with your children.
they are right
now. nurturing their relationship
time
with
one
another.
because
they
are,
something
special happens in the
See Teresa Best in the Discipleship and Religious
Check outTherefore,
firsttheblade.com
for the
local events,
First
Blade plans nights
where we
proEducation Department
for more
information.heart that draws that person closer to God. That is the
family-time resources, and more.
Enrollment packets for elementary school also
vide organized childcare experiences
while parents
purpose of this initiative.
available upon request.
enjoy time with one another. These have been greatly
(5) Children’s Book: The newest venture for First
appreciated breaks for parents.
the Blade is the production of a children’s book called
(2) Family Visitation: Social work students often take
“Jesus Really Loves Me Because…” This book will be
the lead in visiting seminary families to provide counwritten by the children of seminary students and their
seling, support and prayer. Often they find that student
parents. It will be an actual publication and each child
families are unaware of resources in the community
will be recognized as a real author. They will be able
to help with food, clothing, furniture, homeschool
to sell their books. Some of the proceeds will come
connections and also much-needed social services.
to First the Blade. This is a very exciting new venture
Sometimes children have special needs that can be
brought to us by seminary student Latoya Wright.
helped by First the Blade staff. First the Blade, in coopStudents who are interested in being a part of this cutting-edge ministry
eration with Andrews University, has produced a list of
or who want to do their AMD with us should contact David Sedlacek at
community resources that we give to families.
sedlacek@andrews.edu. Please also contact him to apply for scholarship funds
(3) Family Connections: Events are planned to help
for seminary student children. To learn more about First the Blade,
visit our webpage at: andrews.edu/sem/firsttheblade.
seminary student families connect with other families.
By carefully listening to students, we have discovered
that many families coming from other parts of the
David Sedlacek is a professor of famworld experience loneliness and disconnection. Due
ily ministry and discipleship. He received
to visa constraints, spouses of seminary students are
his master's and doctorate in social work
unable to become employed. If they have children, they
from Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio. He has worked in both
are home all day alone with them while the seminary
public and private settings as a clinician,
student is busy with studies. This gives the spouse litresearcher, teacher, pastor and administratle opportunity to make connections that would make
tor. He has worked extensively in the areas
life here more enriching. Therefore, First the Blade
of addiction, abuse, relationships, marriage
is supporting a new initiative to orient not only semiand family. He is a certified family life educator, licensed clinical social worker and currently is chair of the Discipleship and
nary students but also their spouses at the beginning

Resources for Discipling
Seminary Families

Religious Education department and directs the MA in Youth
& Young Adult Ministries Program in the Seminary.

“...redemption draws near
at the speed of now!”

Who is

Authentic

an

Adventist?

I

By Martin Hanna

ntroduction
The authentic Adventist is not the one
who knows when Jesus will come, but the
one who is always ready. It is natural to
have opinions about the timing of the Advent
and to desire that it will happen soon. However,
we do not “know times or seasons which the
Father has put in His own authority” (Acts 1:7).
Therefore, we should always “be ready, for the
Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not
expect” (Matt 24:44).1 What does it mean to be
always ready? Do we have time to get married,
get educated, and build professional careers?
Please take note of the following six biblical
ways to be an authentic Adventist.
1. Avoid deceptions. When the disciples asked
Jesus about “the sign of [His] coming and the
end of the age,” He warned them: “Take heed
that no one deceives you” (Matt 24:3–4); “You
will hear of wars,” “famines, pestilences, and
earthquakes;” “see that you are not troubled;”
“all these are the beginning of sorrows;” but
“the end is not yet” (24:6–8). There will be deceptive “signs” (24:24) and tribulation, darkening of sun and moon, falling stars, and shaking
heavens (24:29). However, the ultimate “sign” of
the end is Jesus actually “coming on the clouds”
(24:30) at a “day and hour” that “no one knows,”
“but [the] Father only” (24:36).

1
2

2. Consider the repetition of signs. The warning about deceptions is relevant for every period of history during which authentic Adventists
are “faithful until death” (Rev 2:10). “He who
endures to the end shall be saved” (Matt 24:13),
whether that end is at death or at the Advent.
The signs of the times (Luke 21:8–19) were
fulfilled in the first century when “Jerusalem
[being] surrounded by armies” signaled “its
desolation [was] near” (21:20). Similarly, when
we see the signs of our times (Matt 24:33; Luke
21:25–28) we should “look up” because our “redemption draws near” (Luke 21:28).2
3. Get ready and stay ready. We should not
focus on figuring out how much time we have
left to get ready, because redemption draws
near at the speed of now! Right “now, it is high
time to awake out of sleep; for now our salvation is nearer than when we first believed”
(Rom 13:11); “now is the day of salvation” (2
Cor 6:2). In fact, the “gospel” of God (Rev 14:6)
includes the good news that “the hour of His
judgment has come” (14:7). This is good news
because God gets us ready and keeps us ready.
Jesus said, “The Father” “will give you another
Helper,” “the Spirit;” and “I will come to you”
and will be “in you” (John 14:16–18, 20).
4. Receive justification by faith. We are
judged or declared to be righteous, authentic Adventists when we are “crucified” and

The Bible texts in this article are from the New King James Version.

“Jesus
did not [discuss] separately the destruction of Jerusalem and the great day of His coming.” “In mercy…He
blended the description of the two great crises.” Ellen White, The Desire of Ages (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press,
1964), 628.
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resurrected “with Christ” (Gal 2:20) and “justified” by His “blood” “through faith” (Rom 3:25;
5:1). Just before His death, He said, “Now is the
judgment of this world;” and “and I, if I am lifted
up from the earth, will draw all peoples to Myself”
(John 12:32–33). The death of Christ also brings
judgment in favor of those who are in Christ by
faith. “There is therefore now no condemnation to
those who are in Christ Jesus” (Rom 8:1)3 because
they are “justified by faith in Christ” (Gal 2:16).
5. Cooperate with sanctification in love.
Authentic Adventists cooperate with sanctification by the Spirit of holy love (Rom 5:5; Eph 1:4)
sent from Jesus (Acts 2:33), our “Judge” (10:42).
“Sanctification is the work of a lifetime,”4 because
“He who has begun a good work in you will complete it until the day of Jesus Christ” (Phil 1:6),
which is a day of judgment (Rom 2:16). All through
the process of sanctification, we are “without offense” (Phil 1:10) through justification, the root
that bears “the fruits of righteousness” (1:11). Our
“love may abound still more and more” (1:9; cf. 2
Thess 1:3–5) as “evidence of the righteous judgment of God” (2 Thess 1:5).
“At every stage of development [sanctification], our life may be perfect [by justification];
yet if God’s purpose for us is fulfilled, there will
be constant advancement [sanctification].”5 As
Paul testifies, “Not that I” “am already perfect,” in
myself, but “one thing I do, forgetting those things
which are behind and reaching forward to those
things which are ahead, I press toward the goal for
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus”
(Phil 3:12–14). Christ “is a perfect and holy example, given for us to imitate. We cannot equal the
pattern; but we shall not be approved of God if we
do not copy it and, according to the ability which
God has given, resemble it.”6
6. Anticipate glorification in hope. Adventists
who are justified and sanctified also wait in hope
for the time when “we must all appear before the
judgment seat of Christ” (2 Cor 5:10). “If we are
true to the promptings of the Spirit of God, we
shall go from grace to grace, and from glory to
glory, until we have received the finishing touch of
immortality.”7 “Having been justified by faith,” we
“rejoice in hope of the glory of God,” “because the
love of God has been poured out in our hearts by
the Holy Spirit” (Rom 5:1, 2, 5). “We through the

3

4
5
6
7
8
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Spirit eagerly wait for the hope [glorification] of
righteousness [justification] by faith” “working by
love [sanctification]” (Gal 5:5–6).
For some Adventists, this hopeful waiting is
interrupted by the unconscious sleep of death
(Ps 13:3; Ecc 9:10; John 11:13), followed by resurrection (Dan 12:2), so we can “depart and be with
Christ” (Phil 1:23). Other Adventists will be “alive”
at “the coming of the Lord” (1 Thess 4:15) and will
“meet the Lord” along with those who are resurrected from the sleep of death (4:15–17). Either
way, when “absent from the [mortal or corruptible] body,” we come “to be present with the Lord”
(2 Cor 5:8) in a glorified body (1 Cor 15:40–49;
53–54).
Conclusion. Remember, authentic Adventists
avoid deceptions about the signs of the times by
considering the fact that some signs reappear in
different generations. Authentic Adventists are
not the ones who know when Jesus will return;
but they are the ones who get ready and stay
ready by receiving justification by faith, cooperating with sanctification in love, and waiting in hope
for glorification.
Does this mean that Adventists should avoid
marriage, drop out of school, or resign our jobs?
Not at all! God is the one who calls us to these
vocations. John Wesley was asked what he would
do if he knew that Jesus would return the next
day. He said in effect, “I would go to bed and go to
sleep; wake up in the morning, and go on with my
work, for I would want Him to find me doing what
he had appointed me to do.”8 “Even so, come, Lord
Jesus! (Rev 22:20).

Martin F. Hanna, PhD, is associate
professor of systematic theology,
co-editor of the journal Andrews
University Seminary Studies, director
of the Andrews University Center for
Interdisciplinary Dialogue, and project
leader for “Facilitating ScienceTheology Dialogue,” which has been
funded by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

Jesus refers to judgment as condemnation when He says that believers “shall not come into judgment” (John 5:24); and “I
did not come to judge the world but to save the world” (12:47).
Ellen White, Christ’s Object Lessons (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 2003), 65.
Ibid.
Ellen White, Testimonies for the Church (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press, 1885–1909), 2:549.
Ellen White, Gospel Workers (Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1994), 421.
https://andrewgroves.wordpress.com/category/wesley-john/
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A RESTORED IDENTITY?
By Hyveth Williams
Shortly after the public killing of George Floyd and
the national demonstrations against systemic racism in largely non-violent protests, I participated in
a peaceful protest in Berrien Springs, Michigan. This
march, which involved over 1,000 marchers, primarily white participants from Andrews University
and Pioneer Memorial Church, carried homemade
slogans and chanted alongside their lead pastors and
professors. To witness an outpouring of Black and
Brown protesters isn’t unique, but it was surprising
to see so many white neighbors marching amid the
stings of giant mosquitoes, and even more shocking
was the sight of conservative, white Adventist folks
raising their hands, punching fists in the air, shouting “Black Lives Matter.” In that moment, like an
epiphany, I realized the traditional, stoic Adventist
identity to stay-out of politics and protests was eroding before my eyes.
As a faithful member of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church, how do you see yourself or the denomination’s
identity in the current national or worldwide crisis? This 21st-century crisis is unusual in that it is
composed of a trinity of evil—the COVID-19 pandemic,
decreasing economic potential and increasing
26
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unemployment in America where food insecurity
has become a household fear for the middle-class.
Thus, this question of Adventist identity in a crisis
is an important question to answer or at least reflect
on a possible response because how we see ourselves religiously, politically and culturally shapes
how we respond in a national crisis. The American
Psychological Association (APA) has determined that
“Self-perceptions influence, among other things, how
we think about the world, our social relationships,
health and lifestyle choices, community engagement,
political actions, and ultimately our own and other
people’s well-being.”
In order to answer this question realistically, we
must look to Jesus to discover how He identified
Himself in a crisis when He was being tracked and
persecuted by His contemporary, religious opponents. His story in John 8:12–20, immediately after
dealing with the case of the woman caught in adultery, best illustrates His response. There it is written:
When Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, “I
am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will
never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.”
12

13
The Pharisees challenged him, “Here you are, appearing as your own witness; your testimony is not valid.”
14
Jesus answered, “Even if I testify on my own behalf, my testimony is valid, for I know where I came
from and where I am going. But you have no idea
where I come from or where I am going. 15You judge
by human standards; I pass judgment on no one. 16But
if I do judge, my decisions are true, because I am not
alone. I stand with the Father, who sent me. 17In your
own Law it is written that the testimony of two witnesses is true. 18I am one who testifies for myself; my
other witness is the Father, who sent me.”
19
Then they asked him, “Where is your father?”
“You do not know me or my Father,” Jesus replied. “If
you knew me, you would know my Father also.”
20
He spoke these words while teaching in the temple courts near the place where the offerings were
put. Yet no one seized him, because his hour had not
yet come. (NIV)

These assertions of Jesus ring with a certain
divine, sanctified authority He has also given to His
disciples then and now (Luke 9:1–2 & 10:19–20).
Thus, as an Adventist by both biblical conviction
and personal choice, I invite readers’ indulgence as I
reflect on this passage and ask: What if the Adventist
Church, based on our perception of who we are as a
Bible believing, gospel preaching denomination, like
Jesus proclaimed “I am the Light of the world; she
or he who follows Me will not walk in the darkness,
but will have the Light of life?” Would we be believed
or ignored as seems to be our current condition?
What if this same denomination had previously
proclaimed (as in John 6:35), “I am the bread of life;
she or he who comes to Me shall not hunger, and she
or he who believes in Me shall not thirst?” Would
that make a difference in your response? And say
we were heard on many occasions preaching that “If
anyone is thirsty, let him or her come unto Me and
drink. She or he who believes in Me, as the Scripture
said, ‘From his/her innermost being will flow rivers
of living water.’” On those words alone, would you
conclude either this is deluded religion or this is a
God-called, spiritually endowed church that has consistently demonstrated a deserving lifestyle, compassion and response to systemic social, racial and
religious abuse in human flesh? Jesus could make
such bold claims because He lived a life that exemplified His claims!
In search of an authentic response to these many
aforementioned questions which are demanding
answers as the nation and some parts of our denomination seem to be teetering on the edge of internal
division and ultimate external extinction in perception and power, I have come across the following in
an article about Adventist Identity.1 There, Jacques
Doukhan, my former professor of Hebrew and Old
Testament Exegesis noted:

Our name is made of a tension between two irreconcilable worlds. This tension hits us already on a primary level: Our name is made of two opposite entities. The phrase “seventh day” is made of a number
“7,” which puts us immediately in the concrete realm
of figures, the tangible reality of the accountant. It is
also made of the word “day” which propels us into
time, into our present life. Through this phrase we are
precisely connected to the time of the week and to the
time of history. Through this phrase we are confronted
with existence and we belong to the course of history.

He also asserts that:
The word “Adventist,” on the other hand, is an abstract word whose meaning is not clear immediately.
It is a word which is generally not translated in other
languages. While we translate the phrase “seventh
day” in other languages we normally leave the word
“Adventist” intact and loaded with mysterious and
intriguing meaning. While the phrase “seventh day”
connects us with earthly existence and human history the word “Adventist” takes us to the future of history, what comes after human history and belongs to
the prophetic domain, pointing to the heavenly order.
While the phrase “seventh day” confronts us with the
present reality of the earthly city and makes us breathe
with the rhythm of time “under heaven” (Ecclesiastes
3:1), the word “Adventist” takes us away from here and
makes us dream and pray and hope for the coming of
the kingdom of heaven, and strengthens in our heart
the sense of “eternity” (Ecclesiastes 3:11).

George R. Knight, a prolific author and also my
former professor, wrote that “Part of the problem is
that Adventism has to a large extent lost the apocalyptic foundation of its message.” He explains this by
saying, “When a church becomes politically correct
in all its claims and when it loses a proper amount of
sanctified arrogance regarding its message and mission, its managers to neuter itself, even if it continues to brag about its potency.” 2
Based on what I saw and experienced in the protest march in Berrien Springs, in which Adventists
energetically participated, I am not only reinvigorated in my belief that our “sanctified arrogance” is
being restored, but I’m proud to belong to a church,
if only at the local level, that stands for what is right,
demonstrates against evil which is hurting the least
of these our brothers and sisters and lives, not just
preaches or teaches the Word, even if the heavens fall.

Hyveth Williams, DMin, is the Doctor of

Ministry Program director and
professor. She also serves as founder
and pastor of The Grace Place in
South Bend, Indiana.

1 Jacques B. Doukhan, “The Tension of Seventh-day Adventist Identity: An Existential and Eschatological Perspective,”
Journal of the Adventist Theological Society, 26/1 (2015) 29–37.
2 George R. Knight, “The Apocalyptic Vision and the Neutering of Adventism,” Review & Herald Publishing Association,
Hagerstown, MD. (2008).
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DISCOVERING ADVENTIST IDENTITY
IN TIMES OF CRISIS
By Petr Činčala
A couple of years ago, my young adult married son
became part of an interdenominational outreach
initiative. Previously, my family spent over a decade
in a secular mission field, working outside the church;
as such, I did not have any reason not to support him,
knowing he had been trained at home to work with
“others.” About a year and half ago, he returned from
that two- month mission trip to colleges across the
USA—transformed, inspired and shocked, in a way,
because he had met with other Christians (fellow missionaries) who actually lived what Adventists believe.
Showing God’s love was their lifestyle.
My son told me, “It was just crazy to see how much
they (members of the mission team) were able to love
on people—in a practical sense, on a practical level.
It was crazy how they loved the students selflessly.
They went out of comfort zones to be with people.
They prayed for them, they talked to them and spent
so much time with them, showing how much they
cared for the students. This was how the people we
were reaching out to could see God’s love… It felt way
more like the stuff we read about in the Bible (New
Testament).”
When I was in the seminary as a student nearly
30 years ago, Professor Duda started his Practical
Theology class by stating that knowing God is very
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important; this relationship literally leads to eternal life (John 17:3). He taught us that the purpose of
studying theology is to know and present God for who
He truly is, not a distorted picture of Him. The purpose of Scripture is to reveal God, and thus knowing
God according to the original text of the Bible implies
both understanding of God, as well as an intimate relationship with Him.
Recently, I had a conversation with this same son
about a particular Bible text that had struck him:
“Whoever does not love does not know God, for God
is love” (1 John 4:8). He said, “Dad, I have read the
1 John letter many times and am quite familiar with it,
but this is the first time that I realized what the text is
saying: if you do not love, you do not know God!” Yes,
the Bible presents story after story exemplifying God’s
love; God did not just talk about love, He “showed His
love for us by sending His only Son into the world”
(1 John 4:9).
When the apostle John reached his retirement age,
he decided to write a letter to the believers and followers of Jesus, summarizing the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Interestingly, it was also John who liked to identify
himself as “the disciple whom Jesus loved” (John
13:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21:7–20). Did Jesus not love all
disciples? Of course He did. The same author writes

this about Jesus: “Having loved his own who were in
the world, he loved them to the end” (John 13:1). And
yet, for some reason, John wanted to let everybody
know, “I am the loved one.” From his writings and the
historical background, we also know that John was a
very loving person, too.
A brief statistical summary of 1 John reveals that
the three most frequently used words are: “is” (103
times), “God” (64 times), and “love” (46 times). The
idea that GOD IS LOVE permeates the whole epistle.
Perhaps, in your Bible translation, the frequencies are
different but, even if you used the Greek original text
of the Bible and searched for the Greek term for love,
you would discover even more surprising numbers.
In the 51 chapters of the five New Testament books
written by John, he uses the word “love” in different
forms 123 times (54 times in the Gospel of John, 51
times in 1 John, 4 times in 2 John, 6 times in 3 John,
and 8 times in the book of Revelation). Perhaps this is
because he—“the disciple whom Jesus loved”—was still
overwhelmed by what had he experienced while with
Jesus, specifically how Jesus said at the Last Supper,
“By this all people will know that you are my disciples,
if you have love for one another” (John 13:35).
The Bible makes it clear that, as followers of Jesus,
we should stand out because of our love. That should
be our identifier. It this how we are known as Seventhday Adventists? How do we want to be perceived in a
time of crisis? Or better yet, how are we actually perceived? How do people identify us? How should they,
if we are living in accordance with the commands of
Jesus?
On one hand, Adventists have considerably comprehensive theology explaining God’s love, not only on
an academic level (as John C. Peckham demonstrated
in his books The Love of God: A Canonical Model or
Theodicy of Love, solicited by various Christian theologians), but also on a practical pastoral level. When we
examine the three angels’ message carefully, we see
that it is Good News—a call to embrace a loving God
and abide in His love. Judgment viewed in the light of
Jesus’s ministry in the sanctuary is more Good News
for those who accept His ultimate sacrifice.
Reminding us of the importance and validity of the
ten commandments is basically reminding us of the importance of LOVE, as we remember how Jesus summarized the ten commandments (Mark 12:28–31). Sabbath,
one of the two gifts from the garden of Eden, showed
God’s longing for an intimate and loving relationship
with humans from the very beginning when Adam and
Eve were brought into existence. Understanding the
state of the dead is yet another declassification of God’s
love, as many Christians suffer anxiety and depression
from their fear of burning forever in hell. And we could
continue on and on. Every Adventist belief deepens an
understanding of God’s love!
On the other hand, many Adventists have yet to
discover how to show love. The evidence is not just
anecdotal nor coming from randomly-shared experiences of young people being pushed out of churches,

not accepted, not loved, rejected. Natural Church
Development (NCD) data comparing the average
health results scores of 1,000 Seventh-day Adventist
churches in North America (data collected between
the years 2008 and 2018) shows that the lowest scores
of eight church qualities are holistic small groups
followed by loving relationships, both below the national average score based on thousands of Christian
congregations.
Overall, the statements that received the lowest
average score are:
• I can rely upon my friends at church.
• In our church it is possible to talk with other
people about personal problems.
• In my small group, we trust each other.
Holistic small groups and loving relationships are
the two vehicles most closely linked to being disciples
of Jesus and to demonstrating that we actually know
God (not just know about God). I dream that, particularly in times of crisis and all kinds of suffering, we’d
be known not only as people who study the Bible and
have a deep understanding of the truth, but also as
people who are disciples of Jesus and “know God!”
Wouldn’t such an identity add weight and power to all
that we actually believe?
As the director of the Institute of Church Ministry, I
have been involved for several decades in researching
young people—specifically studying factors that cause
them to leave or stay in the Seventh-day Adventist
Church. It has been repeatedly confirmed that teenagers who live with both parents, attend Adventist
schools, whose parents attend church regularly, who
participate in family worship, etc., are more likely to
stay in the church.
This research has also—perhaps unintentionally—revealed and confirmed the fact that our typical churches do a good job accepting well-behaved
teenagers who come from well-established, solid
Adventist families. However, those who have grown up
in troubled families, who really need a loving and caring environment to be spiritually healed, may need to
look for a church outside our denomination.
How, again, do we present an undistorted picture
of God? How can we prove we know God well? How do
people recognize that we are disciples of Jesus? How
does our identity as Adventists determine how we
want to be known in times of trouble and great need?
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Multicultural
Congregation
a
Myth?
Is
the

By Willie Edward Hucks II

A

necdotal evidence reveals that the
majority of churches, regardless
of denominational affiliation, are
monocultural—based on descriptors such as
race, ethnicity and language. Outside of university or large academy settings—usually in large,
diverse cities—the multicultural congregation
is a rarity.

The Misnomer of Multiculturalism
Large institutions such as churches and
universities like to tout their diversity, and
deservedly so when propelled by progressive
leadership. According to the 2020 Campus
Ethnic Diversity survey of national universities, conducted by “U.S. News and World
Report,” Andrews University ranked #2, tied
with Rutgers University and behind only the
University of Hawaii, Hilo.1 Churches like to
boast of the number of countries represented
in their congregations and number of languages spoken by their attendees in an effort to
establish their multicultural credentials.

Such interpersonal heterogeneity, however,
can often mask an existing cultural homogeneity. Although executed more subconsciously
and in an unintended fashion, the expectations
of the dominant culture overshadow the internal strivings of all others, creating an environment where it is assumed the non-dominant
cultures assimilate or acquiesce, leading to the
dominant culture subsuming all others.
Far from being multicultural, such an organism exists to perpetuate the mirage of togetherness. This brand of unity is reinforced via the
philosophical underpinnings of misapplied
Scripture (e.g., Ps 133:1; John 17:21). Such an
entity may be multiethnic or multiracial; but it
can hardly be termed as multicultural.

The Manifestation of Multiculturalism
Multiculturalism does not have to be mythological, nor do its characteristics have to be
contrived. But how does one recognize vibrant
multiculturalism within a congregation? For
the sake of brevity, I suggest two questions to
be considered.

“...religious space is not just about
practicing one’s religion; it is also about
living out one’s ethno-racial identity..”

Does the preaching take into consideration the
various cultures represented? While many see
Christianity as transcending culture, Christ still
lived within and ministered to the culture of His
time. It is fair to expect that those who attend
church each week want to hear a sermon that
speaks to their cultural realities.
The concern, however, arises as to how the
preacher can tailor his or her sermon to an entire
congregation unless a common denominator is
established and addressed. COVID-19 presented
such a common denominator in March and April,
as it became the theme of every sermon, resulting
in biblical tools that enabled listeners to manage
and survive the health crisis.
But what happens when a non-dominant culture
group is shaken to its core, impacted by an event
more so than other cultures within the congregation? Does the preacher ignore the one in order to
satisfy (read: not make uncomfortable) the others?
My most recent unsettling event transpired with
the death by asphyxiation of George Floyd. Can I
attend a “multicultural” church and hear a sermon that provides tools for me to survive systemic
racism that I and others in my culture know has
always existed?

Does the music take into consideration the various
cultures represented? If a church brags about its
multiculturalism, does it showcase that multiculturalism through musical expression?
Music provides the third rail of church life in a
multiethnic setting. What invariably transpires is,
as stated earlier, the non-dominant cultures acquiesce to the lyrical tastes of the dominant culture.
Such assimilation establishes anomalies in light of
what is considered normative. To state it another
way, one style is deemed spiritual while others are
viewed as cultural.
Such an artificial delineation between “spiritual” and “cultural” obfuscates the reality that all
worship takes place within a cultural context, and
not so-called “ethnic” worship alone. Hence, in an
effort to ameliorate the task of worship committees, the theology of unity has been misapplied in
a way that creates a liturgical conformity which
leads to worshipers consciously or subconsciously
questioning whether or not their culture clashes
with biblical spirituality. Korie Edwards, a sociology professor at Ohio State University, writes,
“There are challenges for both congregants and
clergy. That is because religious space is not just
about practicing one’s religion; it is also about

living out one’s ethno-racial identity. People do not
quite realize how much of their religious practice
is also a way of doing ethnicity—until they have to
share their religious space with people who do not
share their ethno-racial identity.”2

Demythologizing Multiculturalism
The challenges to which Edwards alludes are
not insuperable. They can be successfully tackled
with open-mindedness, commitment and intentionality. I offer several suggestions.
Stop using the word “segregation” when referring
to various worship settings. The term segregation has
often been utilized within the context of blackwhite relations.3 Segregation, by definition, connotes a forced separation of groups; when the truth
is that every church is open to anyone who wishes
to attend or join its membership. Churches are
already desegregated. Segregation becomes code for
“You don’t want Christian unity!”—thus clouding the
deeper issues surrounding race relations.
Eliminate the focus on “ethnic” worship and “ethnic” concerns during special occasions. When black
preaching is relegated to Black History Month
or Hispanic music is experienced only during
Hispanic Heritage Month—although the worship
planners mean well—it normalizes what the dominant culture views as acceptable and categorizes
all others as anomalous. A multicultural worship
experience should create an environment that
regularly displays music from all people-groups,
and not only on special occasions. Likewise, Black
preachers should not have to be invited to preach
only in February, or preach in a manner or on
subject matter that guarantees the hearers will not
experience discomfort. Self-regulating in terms
of singing or preaching tragically feeds into the
DuBoisian concept of double-consciousness.4

Pentecostal Multiculturalism
On the Day of Pentecost, “devout men, from
every nation under heaven” (Acts 2:5)5 were heard
speaking in their own languages. Even then, some
were tempted to think that because they didn’t
speak the language that was expected, something
was wrong with them (see Acts 2:13). Peter corrected their failed theology (vs.14–18), recognizing that
these visitors would return to their own congregations and fulfill God’s commission.
Could it be that Adventism has created a crisis
that need not exist? Could it be that the effort to
encourage multicultural congregations overlooks
the fact that ours already is a multicultural denomination that has successfully penetrated North
America and every corner of the earth? The foundation for such multiculturalism was birthed from
the first Pentecost after Jesus’ death.
There is room for congregational multiculturalism and Pentecostal multiculturalism. The aim of
Christianity is to reveal Christ everywhere and in
the language that people understand. This proves
to be the true demonstration of ministry in and
through the body of Christ to every nation, tribe,
tongue and people.
Willie Edward Hucks II, DMin,
serves as chair of the Department
of Christian Ministry at the Seventhday Adventist Theological Seminary
at Andrews University, and is also
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2
Korie L. Edwards, “The Bittersweet Reality of Multiracial Churches.” https://studyingcongregations.org/the-bittersweet-realityof-multiracial-churches/ (accessed July 3, 2020). For deeper insights, read her book The Elusive Dream: The Power of Race in Interracial
Churches (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).
3
In the vast majority of those instances, blame is placed at the doorstep of Blacks and Regional Conferences for the “segregation”
that exists. Too often, those who speak thusly don’t know the history behind regional conferences, will admit that they don’t fully
understand the history, or fail to know that regional conferences and their churches are more integrated than is publicly discussed.
4
W.E.B. DuBois first articulated the concept of double-consciousness, published under the title “Strivings of the Negro People” in
the August 1897 issue of The Atlantic magazine, when he wrote, “It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt
and pity. One ever feels his two-ness—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals
in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.”
5
All Bible references are from the New King James Version.

“JUST BE HIM”
—THE MINISTRY OF PRESENCE
By Anna Galeniece
There are different succinct slogans that distinctly
reveal the advertised product and easily stick in
the mind of consumers. One of them is “Just Do It.”
When people hear this catchphrase, they can clearly
imagine a Nike product that tells them they do not
necessarily need to be professional athletes to wear
the brand and be in shape. Anyone can do it if they
want, persist and continually do it.

The Principle
When it comes to Christianity, there are also
contemporary slogans, like “What Would Jesus Do?”
or “Keep Pressing Forward” and many more. Even
the Bible has some phrases that are repeated again

and again. For example, Jesus told His disciples to
follow Him about 20 times in the Gospels (Matthew
4:19; Mark 2:14; Luke 9:23; John 12:26, etc.). While
these “follow Me” expressions have nothing to do with
slogans, they carry a very important message of a call
to not only follow but also to imitate the Son of God.
The Apostle Paul picked up this “follow Me” phrase
and used it in his message to the Corinthian church
by saying: “Follow my example, as I follow the example
of Christ” (1 Corinthians 11:1, NIV). In other words,
echoing Christ’s words, Paul calls his readers to imitate
the Savior through his personal example to them, and
reflect Jesus’ very essence in what they become to
others because of Christ and His servant Paul.
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To imitate someone, in this case Jesus Christ, requires spending time with Him, learning from Him
in an apprentice relationship that demands full commitment, personal interactions and growth in order to
become like the compassionate Savior of the world. As
C.S. Lewis noted, “Every Christian is to become a little
Christ.”1 That is to say, a true Christian imitates or follows Jesus not with a Nike slogan “Just Do It,” but with
a phrase “Just Be It,” or more precisely, “Just Be Him.”
To “Just Be Him” is not an easy task. It calls us to
reflect Christ within and beyond the boundaries of a
safe circle of personal comfort because someone is
discomforted, beyond self-pity because someone is
neglected, beyond self-pleasure because someone
is hurt. It calls us to hear the unspoken cries of the
grieved and bereaved, it calls us to see barely visible signs of despair and depression of the ones who
went through excruciating spiritual, emotional and/or
physical pain or rejection. It calls us to touch the untouchables, to sit with those who sit in darkness of the
soul, to walk with those who plan to stop their earthly
walk. It calls us for the ministry of presence when
there is no presence of others or when someone feels
alone while in a crowd of others.
Ellen White beautifully described those who call
themselves the children of God and are partakers of
His nature. She declared that “It is not earthly rank,
nor birth, nor nationality, nor religious privilege,
which proves that we are members of the family of
God; it is love, a love that embraces all humanity.”2
And this love is practical, visible, hearable, verbal,
touchable, smelled and testable. It is the love of God’s
presence3 through the imitators and followers of Christ.

Applications
The Seminary Chaplaincy Club took upon itself the
challenge of “Just Be Him” in order to imitate Christ
by spreading the love of God and His compassionate
and empathetic presence among fellow seminarians,
faculty, staff and others beyond the Seminary
walls. According to Andreas Luntungan, former
club president, the Seminary chaplains “believe
in the ministry of presence with a distinct purpose
to draw people nearer to God for strength and
comfort. Whether in times of need, loss, suffering, or
even life crisis, we would like to be the extension of
Christ through His grace, peace and hope.”4
This is a high calling that requires consecration
in spite of various class assignments, family, work
and church responsibilities; yet the club members
decided to practice what they have learned. The seminarian-chaplains’ active presence originated in the

Seminary hallways before and after worship services
on Tuesdays before the COVID-19 era. Their word
of encouragement, a companion’s attitude, a wholehearted prayer, and a cup of tea in the Commons
spoke volumes about the “Just Be Him” ministry of
presence in practice.
In addition to this, during the COVID-19 pandemic
time, the chaplaincy students together with the prayer
ministry team and other seminarians decided not to
stay “socially isolated.” Instead, being physically distanced from each other, they took upon themselves an
even greater challenge to reach out to fellow students
through various e-resources: video and audio chats,
phone calls, Facebook, an evening of games and other
activities on Zoom, etc. This virtual support of each
other helped many seminarians, especially those who
live alone, to stay strong and healthy.
There is an idiom that usually has a negative connotation—what goes around comes around. But at
times this saying can be positive because it reflects
the golden principle of Jesus: “Do to others as you

“It is not earthly
rank, nor birth, nor
nationality, nor religious
privilege, which proves
that we are members of
the family of God; it is
love, a love that embraces
all humanity.”
would have them do to you” (Luke 6:31, NIV). While
many seminarians reached out to their fellow students during COVID-19, some went beyond their
comfort zone and extended their support to the community around them. The “Just Be Him” ministry of
presence has been noticed at the Andrews University
apartment complexes, through the chaplaincy ministries at the Village Church in Berrien Springs, and
even in several nursing and retirement homes around
Berrien County. These seminarians have used virtual
contemporary means not only for extending the therapeutic ministry of Jesus’ presence in the life of the
most vulnerable, but also the principle of God’s love

1 C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity, 1952, “C. S. Lewis Quote,” accessed on February 21, 2020, from https://libquotes.
com/c-s-lewis/quote/lbv0h2a.

2 E. G. White, Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing, 75.
3 God chose to use human instruments to spread His saving presence throughout the whole world. This can be seen in Genesis 26:24;
Isaiah 43:5; Matthew 28:20; Acts 18:10, and in many other Scripture passages.
4 Andreas Luntungan, personal communication to the author, March 2, 2020.
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and care when it is needed the most. They practically
reflected the words of Thema Davis, “When someone
is going through a storm, your silent presence is more
powerful than a million empty words.”5
At the same time, while ministering to others during
the pandemic, many seminarians became unemployed
and, consequently, experienced a shortage of food.
Their silent cries for help have been heard in heaven,
and the Lord put in the heart of a few Adventist
members in the surrounding community to organize
baking artisan bread, purchasing fresh produce,
and delivering this food to the seminary parking lot
on a weekly basis. This was done in addition to the
donations of other charitable organizations around
Andrews University. These loaves of bread with
fresh veggies and fruit have lovingly sustained many
seminarian households, especially international ones
and their immediate family members. Thus, their
ministry of presence was returned back to them in a
tangible way as a boomerang, or as wise Solomon once
said: “Cast your bread upon the waters, for you will find
it after many days” (Ecclesiastes 11:1).

So What?
An oak tree that provides a home for birds, food for
animals, and much more for human beings starts from
a little acorn that died in order to give life to a mighty
tree. Christianity started small in the villages and countryside of Judea by a carpenter who gave Himself to
and for human beings. His death and resurrection gave
the purpose to His followers to imitate His example in
their life, love and service to others. The ministry of
presence of the Chaplaincy Club and ministry of other
Seminary and community volunteers has started small,
but its purpose of “Just Be Him” touches many lives
within and even beyond the Seminary walls, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic. And there is still a
place for many others to join in this service opportunity
in order to ignite the light of Christ’s love, hope and
peace in the hearts and lives of fellow earth travelers,
who in return would do the same for others. Thus, this
ministry of presence becomes Christ’s presence for
eternity with Him.

5 Thema Davis, “Quotes,” accessed March 1, 2020, https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/
6911723.Thema_Davis.
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THE INDISPENSABLE GOD’S PRESENCE:
Toward the Theology of God’s Face
By Jiří Moskala
Cultivating God’s presence in one’s life is the greatest joy because it brings satisfaction, inner peace
and constant spiritual growth. Walking with God is a
journey into the heart of God, infusing you with new
thinking, feelings, imagination, desires, motives and
goals. This close relationship enables us to do things,
speak, write, teach, learn and socialize with people
in a better and more meaningful way. Knowing God
and experiencing His mercy transforms us (Romans
12:1–2; 2 Corinthians 3:18) on such a deep level that
we can have the mind of Christ and imitate His thinking: “Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ
Jesus” (Philippians 2:5 NKJV). We were created into
this heart fellowship with God, but sin destroyed this
closeness. The broken relationship was restored by
God’s amazing saving grace in Christ Jesus, His faithful promises, and His Spirit.
The Lord’s Presence is also a journey into the mind
of God: “For, ‘Who can know the LORD’s thoughts?
Who knows enough to teach him?’ But we understand these things, for we have the mind of Christ”
(1 Corinthians 2:16 NLT). We can learn to think according to God’s pattern. Jesus rebuked Peter for not
understanding His mission, for his earthly thinking:
“You are an obstacle to me. You are thinking not as
God does, but as human beings do” (Matthew 16:23b
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NAB). This new way of thinking and understanding
things is only possible if God’s presence reigns in
our lives, and we set our hearts and minds on eternal values: “Since, then, you have been raised with
Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ
is, seated at the right hand of God. Set your minds
on things above, not on earthly things” (Colossians
3:1 NIV). We are then able to discern God’s will: “Be
transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you
will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his
good, pleasing and perfect will” (Romans 12:2 NIV).
In this way, “Christ may dwell in [our] hearts through
faith” (Ephesians 3:17 NIV). The result of such an
intimate union with God is that we may be enabled “to
grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love
of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge—that [we] may be filled to the measure of all the
fullness of God” (Ephesians 3:18–19 NIV). It is interesting that in the Bible God’s presence is tightly connected
with God’s face, so this article serves as a study toward
an understanding of the theology of the face of God.

Puzzle of God’s Face
John solemnly declares that the saved believers will behold God’s face. This is the glorious

culmination of the long and thorough biblical teaching on the topic. “They shall see His face” (Revelation
22:3 NKJV). Indeed, the redeemed will see His countenance face to face.1
The fundamental question poses itself: What is
so significant in seeing the face of God? The Hebrew
term panim (always plural) has two main meanings in the context of our study: (1) “face” and (2)
“presence,”2 which explains why translators render
the same biblical text differently; some speak about
God’s presence and others translate it more literally and talk about God’s face. The word panim has a
whole plethora of additional meanings like ”before,”
“in front of,” “surface,” “person,”3 and appears 2,140
times in the Hebrew Bible.4 The Greek equivalent of
this Hebrew word is prosópon and occurs 76 times in
the New Testament, and has also the same two basic
meanings.5
I love photography and enjoy taking pictures of
my family, nature, animals, buildings, bridges, doors,
trains, flowers, but above all, I prefer to take photos
of faces when I am allowed to do so. Why? Because
a face is like an open book in which one can read
manifold details about age, emotions, attitudes, past,
habits, etc. When I was small and my mother called
for me, just a quick look at her face showed me immediately what was going on. The expression on her
face spoke louder than words. Loving couples do not
need to say much because their faces speak volumes
about their relationship. How they look upon each
other matters. Approval, dissatisfaction, happiness,
disappointment, seriousness, peace, sadness, doubt,
anger, joy can be easily discerned by looking into a
face. So, what can we learn from the biblical imagery
of the face of God?

Seek My Face
At the very center of Psalm 27, David responds
to God’s appeal, “seek my face” (ESV), by promising: “Your face, Lord, I will seek” (v. 8).6 David’s firm

decision puts the notion of “God’s face” right at the
heart of the chiastic literary structure of his message.7 He explains why he desires to look at God’s
face: “To gaze upon the beauty of the Lord and seek
Him” (v. 4) and “to see the goodness of the Lord” (v. 13).
He wants to seek God, to understand who He is, what
is His character, and what He has done, is doing and
plans to do. He wants to see the beauty of God’s character, the truth about Him, and His goodness in action. Already ancient philosophers attest that beauty,
truth and goodness form the foundational triad of
human life; they are basic qualities of our existence.
David could not imagine life without God, so he asks
the Lord: “Do not hide your face from me” (v. 9).
The apex of his prayer is connected to his personal
trust in God: “The LORD is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? The LORD is the stronghold
of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?” (Psalm 27:1
ESV). David’s outstanding song teaches believers how
important it is to constantly envision the Lord’s face
before them.
The biblical narrative of the creation of Adam
contains an implied imagery of God’s face, which
suggests that the first thing Adam saw when he
opened his eyes after God created him was the
face of God (see Genesis 2:7). Adam was in the very
presence of God, in a close relationship with a divine Person. What an intimate picture of closeness
between God and Adam! Adam’s existence began
by seeing the face of God. He had a face-to-face
encounter with his Creator. What was he reading in
God’s face? The warmness of the imagery alludes to
the loving relationship between them. For us, too,
seeing God’s face should be an integral part of our
walk with the Lord, because humans were actually
created into His presence, to live in close relationship with Him, and in dependence on Him (Genesis
1:26–2:3). However, sin broke this relationship and
took away the joy of God’s presence and longing to
be in His proximity; instead, fear, guilt and shame
followed. After eating from the forbidden fruit,

1

In sharp contrast to those who are welcoming the Lord Jesus Christ at His Second Coming (Isaiah 25:9), there will be many who are
not ready and want to hide themselves from His presence. They cry to the mountains and the rocks: “Fall on us and hide us from the face
of him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of their wrath has come, and who can stand?” (Revelation
6:16–17 NIV).
2
See BDB, 815–816; William L. Holladay, ed., A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
1988), 293–294.
3
For details, see BDB, 815–819.
4
Abraham Even-Shohan, A New Concordance of the Old Testament: Using the Hebrew and Aramaic Text (Jerusalem: Kiryat-Sefer, 1990),
949–952.
5
John R. Kohlenberger III, Edward W. Goodrick, and James A. Swanson, The Exhaustive Concordance to the Greek New Testament (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1995), 861–862.
6
The biblical text is taken from NIV translation unless it is indicated otherwise.
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Adam and Eve were hiding and fleeing from God
(Genesis 3:7–10).8
On the other hand, God’s presence is everything
to a believer. Our identity is derived from the Lord’s
relationship with us. His promise, “I am with you”
(Genesis 12:2; Matthew 28:19), comprises all we
need, because in this promise all other blessings are
included. Believers long for God’s presence; it is a
deep desire of the heart to experience closeness with
God and cultivate a personal relationship with the
Lord. The sons of Korah express that with deep poetic
imagery: “As a deer yearns for running streams, so I
yearn for you, my God. I thirst for God, the living God;
when shall I go to see the face of God? (Psalm 42:1–2
NJB). They yearned to behold God’s face.

Dominant Biblical Imagery
God shows His affection and nearness to His
people in different ways and one of them is through
the imagery of His “face.” Moses desired that God’s
face would accompany him and God’s people on their
journey to the Promised Land (Exodus 33:15). The
Lord promised that His face would go with Moses
(Exodus 33:17), which means that God Himself will
lead him. Israel would enjoy God’s company, His
presence. In many instances, as well as in this instance, God’s face is a synonym for God’s presence
or His person (see also, for example, Genesis 32:20;
Psalm 51:13; 100:2; cf. Exodus 10:28).
The biblical message is saturated with the imagery
of the face of God. In the priestly Aaronic blessing, the
crucial text related to God’s benedictions mentions
God’s face twice, which underlines the importance of
this phrase and His blessings. It was the most desirable thing, the essence of prosperous life: “The LORD
bless you and keep you; the LORD make his face shine
on you and be gracious to you; the LORD turn his face
toward you and give you peace” (Numbers 6:24–26).
God’s shining and turning face toward His people
expresses joy and shows acceptance, favor, respect
and forgiveness.9
Many Psalms attest the same fundamental truth:
“Let the light of your face shine upon us, O Lord”
(Psalm 4:6). This verse in NLT states: “Let your face
smile on us, LORD.” We need this smile of God, because God’s smile on us enables us to smile on each
8

9
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other. David could not imagine life without this favor:
“How long, O LORD? Will you forget me forever? How
long will you hide your face from me?” (Psalm 13:1
ESV) In Psalm 11, he culminates his thought with
the affirmation that “the upright shall behold his
[the Lord’s] face” (Psalm 11:7 ESV). To walk with God
(Genesis 5:22; 6:9; Micah 6:8) in order to become
a friend of God is the ultimate goal (Exodus 33:11;
Isaiah 41:8; John 15:14–15). God said to Solomon: “If
my people who are called by my name humble themselves, and pray and seek my face and turn from their
wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven and will
forgive their sin and heal their land” (2 Chronicles
7:14 ESV).
On the other hand, God sadly states about stubborn sinners: “I will turn my face away from the
people” (Ezekiel 7:22). God’s turning away His face
means disfavor, that He does not listen to them any
longer, rejects them, and withdraws His blessing and
Presence from them (Psalm 132:10). God may hide
His face (Deuteronomy 31:17; Psalm 13:1), but nothing is hidden before God: “You have kept our faults
before you, our hidden sins in the light of your face”
(Psalm 90:8 NAB). Everything is transparent in His
presence. To hide one’s face means the absence or
the opposite of favor, even disgust (Isaiah 53:3). David
asked God: “Hide not your face from me, lest I be like
those who go down to the pit” (Psalm 143:7). What he
is actually saying is a plea for God to not hide His face
from him otherwise he would be like a dead person.
He acknowledges that he depends on God’s presence.
God is the source of everything that is good, valuable,
true, meaningful, beautiful and lasting.
To seek God’s face means to search for His favor
and gracious intervention: “Now there was a famine
in the days of David for three years, year after year.
And David sought the face of the LORD” (2 Samuel
21:1 ESV). In this search, prayers, repentance, petitions, fasting, and praises are included (Joel 2:12-15;
Philippians 4:6), because seeking of God’s face must
go hand-in-hand with total dedication to God. To
appear before God’s face points to visiting the sanctuary (Deuteronomy 31:11; Isaiah 1:12). “No one is to
appear before me [lit. see my face] empty-handed”
(Exodus 23:15; 34:20). To see God’s face was an
expression for worshiping God in the Temple where

J iří Moskala, “Origin of Sin and Salvation According to Genesis 3: A Theology of Sin” in Salvation: Contours of Adventist Soteriology,
ed. Martin E. Hanna, Darius W. Jankiewicz, and John W. Reeve (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 2018), 119–143;
Jiří Moskala, “Reflections on the Concept of Shame and Honor in the Biblical Creation and Fall Narratives” in Shame and Honor:
Presenting Biblical Themes in Shame and Honor Contexts, ed. Bruce L. Bauer (Berrien Springs, MI: Department of World Mission,
Andrews University, 2014), 23–42; and Jiří Moskala, “The President’s Page: Creation—The Sine Qua Non of Adventism,” Journal of
the Adventist Theological Society 15, no. 2 (Autumn 2004): 1–4.
T
 he Aaronic blessings (Numbers 6:24–26) regarding God’s shining and turning His face toward His people are interpreted and
explained by the apostle Paul in his apostolic blessing (2 Cor 13:14) as living the experience of salvation (the grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ), accepting the Father’s love (the love of God), and enjoying the fellowship of the Holy Spirit. God’s presence in our life means
the presence of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit in all activities.
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His presence was (1 Samuel 1:22; Psalm 42:2). Thus,
the face of God appears in the context of expectations
and hope that God will be with His people, change
their situation, and bless them.
According to Exodus 33:20, it is impossible to see
God and live unless God miraculously sustains the
life of such people. God’s glory is closely connected
to His face. People in God’s presence covered their
faces (Exodus 3:6; 1 Kings 19:13), even the seraphim
out of reverence do the same in the presence of the
holy God (Isaiah 6:2). Those who encountered God
were overwhelmed with a sense of awe and gratitude
(Genesis 28:16–22; 32:30; Judges 6:22–23; 13:22;
Isaiah 6:5).

10

The Key Narrative:
Jacob, Esau and God’s Face
The story of Jacob’s wrestling with a stranger and
then meeting with his brother Esau is very illuminating, because the whole narrative of Genesis 32–33 is
composed around the key word “face.” When Jacob
was fleeing from his brother after stealing from him
the firstborn right, the Hebrew text literally states
that he was fleeing from the face of his brother Esau
(Genesis 35:1), which tells the reader that “the face”
here means a person. The image of Esau haunted
Jacob for 20 years and during this time he never
visited his native place, his parents, or reconciled
with Esau. However, before Jacob could meet with his
brother, he needed to meet with his God. Before he
would again see the face of his brother, he had to see
the face of God!
The word “face” appears in these two chapters
in crucial places, which testifies inevitably about its
significance. Just in one verse this expression appears four times, yet English translations usually do
not catch the textual interplay with this word. The
literal translation highlights Jacob’s thoughts: “I will
cover his face with these gifts that go before my face,
and afterwards when I will see his face, perhaps he
will lift up my face” (32:20). Jacob wanted to blind
(i.e., appease, pacify or calm) Esau’s anger, thus literally cover Esau’s face with the extravagant gifts so
Esau would not see and remember the wrong Jacob
did to him. The many presents Jacob sent before his
personal arrival (lit. before his face) had the purpose
of changing Esau’s attitude toward him. The idiomatic phrase “to lift up one’s face” means “to favorably
accept,” “to be kind,” “to forgive,” “to be friendly,” “to
receive another person.”
Jacob then wrestled with “a man” (Genesis 32:24)
in whom he recognized a divine Person (from a
Christian perspective identified with the “preincarnated Christ”).10 This is why he calls the place
“Peniel” in Hebrew, which literally means the “Face
of God” and reasoned: “It is because I saw God face
to face, and yet my life was spared” (32:30). What
did Jacob read in the face of God? He gave him a new
name and blessed him (32:26–29).
A while later that early morning, his brother was
approaching him, and Jacob went forward to meet
him by bowing down before Esau seven times (33:3).
Because Jacob first humbled himself before God, he
was now able to humble himself before his brother,
and Esau graciously accepted him. In that moment of
reconciliation (33:4), Jacob burst into a special recognition. According to Genesis 33:10, Jacob confesses
that he sees God’s face in Esau: “If I have found favor

Jacques B. Doukhan, Genesis, Seventh-day Adventist International Bible Commentary (Pacific Press, 2016), 368, 372.
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in your eyes, accept this gift from me. For to see your
face is like seeing the face of God” (33:10). Wow! What
a surprise! This is completely unexpected. What was
Jacob reading in the face of his brother? The same
expressions of love, compassion, forgiveness and
grace as he saw in the face of God only a few minutes
ago. God’s smile on Jacob is reflected in Esau’s acceptance of his returning brother. What do people read in
our faces when they interact with us?

Face to Face
The Bible testifies that only Jacob and Moses encountered God “face to face” (Genesis 32:30; Exodus
33:11); yet, according to Deuteronomy 5:4, people
who experienced the Exodus also saw God “face to
face” (panim el panim) at Sinai. The context of these
three situations must decide the meaning of this
special phrase. The context of each passage is slightly
different, so is the physical closeness. The same kind
of personal encounter that happened between Jacob
and God, and Moses and God, happened between
Israel and God, but on different levels. The phrase
“face to face” does not necessarily involve a close
physical touch as it was in the case of Jacob. The
sentence “face to face” is an idiomatic expression
which points to the closeness, intimacy and friendship between God and Israel, but it does not include
physical eye contact. When God appeared to Israel
on Mount Sinai, they did not see God or even His
form, but only heard His voice (Deuteronomy 3:12;
5:22–26). However, this experience is described as
the Israelites seeing God “face to face” (Deuteronomy
5:4). Remember what the Israelites said to Moses:
“Speak to us yourself and we will listen. But do not
have God speak to us or we will die.” (Exodus 20:19
NIV; cf. Deuteronomy 5:5, 27). Therefore, the expression “face to face” cannot be taken literally, but as
an idiomatic literary saying which communicates
nearness. God Himself explained to Moses this fact
when he desired to behold God’s glory: “Then I will
take away my hand, and you shall see my back, but
my face shall not be seen” (Exodus 33:23 ESV). Moses
communicated with the Lord face to face as a friend,
meaning that he related to his God openly, honestly
and transparently. He was not afraid to dare even to
argue with God (see, for example, Exodus 33:12–23;
Numbers 14:11–20). His walk with the Lord was so
intense that his face reflected God’s glory and started
to shine too (see Exodus 34:29–35).
The apostle Paul explains that our faces are unveiled (in contrast to Moses’s experience) so that we
11
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can behold the glory of the Lord as in a mirror: “And
we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the
Lord, are being transformed into the same image
from one degree of glory to another. For this comes
from the Lord who is the Spirit” (2 Corinthians 3:18
ESV). The light of the knowledge of the glory of God is
in Jesus’ face. “For God, who said, ‘Let light shine out
of darkness,’ made his light shine in our hearts to give
us the light of the knowledge of God’s glory displayed
in the face of Christ” (2 Corinthians 4:6 NIV).

So what?
Why do we need to seek God’s face?
1. The face of God gives assurance of God’s presence. He is and will always be with His followers
(Genesis 26:3, 24; 28:15; Joshua 1:5; Matthew
28:20; Acts 18:10). All other divine blessings
flow from this presence of God. God is for
and never against His faithful people (Psalm
27:1; Romans 8:31). Believers can count on
His promises to be with them (Isaiah 41:10,
13). “His faithful promises are your armor and
protection” (Psalm 91:4 NLT). God is here and
now, even though invisible to the physical eye,
yet experienced by faith (Ephesians 3:16–19;
Colossians 1:26–27). However, the presence
of God was tangible in Immanuel, God with us
(Isaiah 7:14; 63:9; Matthew 1:22–23).
2. The face of God provides emotional stability and balance. We can know that Someone
loves and cares for us. Without God’s presence,
we are empty, and only His company may fill
this void. Humans were actually created into
fellowship with God, into a close relationship
with Him, and without His friendship we miss
the most important fellowship in life. As a result, we feel lonely, unfulfilled, unsatisfied and
without joy and happiness.11 Loneliness, anxiety, fear, discouragements, disappointments,
isolation and seclusion are feelings of instability. We need God’s presence, especially in the
time of betrayal, disappointments, depression,
troubles and frustrations, but also in times of
success, gladness and prosperity. Constantly.
Our heart is full of anxiety until it is able to
gaze upon God’s face, to see its glory, and
rest in God’s loving and reassuring presence.
The God of love brings peace that surpasses
human understanding (John 14:27; 16:33;
Philippians 4:7). The fact that we are assured

Life without God is lonely. This aspect is especially underlined by Roger Scruton, The Face of God (London: Continuum, 2012),
153–178. Loneliness and, related to it, anxiety and depression, are major psychological problems in the world. People are feeling
abandoned, isolated and empty even in the midst of a crowd because of the lack of deep, satisfying and meaningful relationships.
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that He understands us provides satisfaction,
confidence, trust and courage to face tomorrow (Hebrews 4:15–16). Only a relationship
with God results in contentment. Augustin
expressed it eloquently: “Our hearts are restless, until they rest in You” (“Confessions” 1,1).
We have a deep-down desire in our hearts for
eternity (Ecclesiastes 3:11). God is offering
Himself and His community to His followers.
We need His closeness to live a balanced life
and to know how to behave appropriately. He
is someone we can totally trust (Psalm 37:3–5).
He stands by and encourages, “Do not fear, I
will help you” (Isaiah 41:13). Thus, He takes
our anxiety and fears away, and fills us with
peace and joy.
3. The face of God, representing God’s Person,
leads. It is reassuring that the Lord is taking
us by our right hand in order to help and lead
(Psalms 73:23; 89:21; 109:31; 121:5; Isaiah
41:13). It is striking that God is holding us by
His right hand (Psalms 16:8; 18:35; 60:5; 63:8;
98:1; 108:6; 118:15–16; 139:10). It means that
He is firmly holding our right hand with His
right hand! When one puts this imagery together, an amazing picture of God surfaces: God
is facing those who He is helping and guiding
them to safely navigate through tough waters
in life. He is not pulling or pushing them from
the side or from behind, nor leading from a
distance, nor giving commands to be followed.
No, He is encountering His people face to face.
What an awesome realization. This divine personal involvement provides deep understanding of who He is. He is a caring Lord, a God who
respects and directs people. We need His guidance and leadership, as Moses prayed: “If your
Presence [lit. your Face] does not go with us, do
not send us up from here” (Exodus 33:15).
4. The face of God brings intellectual strength
because we can rely on God’s infinite wisdom.
Our intelligent emotion grows while being with
God. God’s word is true and sanctifies: “Sanctify
them by the truth; your word is truth” (John
17:17). God gives His Spirit and power to fulfill
His will and purpose: “For God is working in
you, giving you the desire and the power to do
what pleases him” (Philippians 2:13 NLT; see
also Ezekiel 36:26–27; Ephesians 2:10). Asaph
underlines that God is the One who holds him
by his right hand and guides him with His counsel (Psalm 73:23–24). God takes us seriously,
He stands by and encourages, “Do not fear, I will
help you” (Isaiah 41:13). God advises through
Solomon: “Trust in the LORD with all your heart

and lean not on your own understanding; in all
your ways submit to him, and he will make your
paths straight. Do not be wise in your own eyes;
fear the LORD and shun evil. (Proverbs 3:5–7).
God guides, sustains, and helps so that we may
live with unanswered questions, but He also
sometimes gives solutions to life’s puzzles just as
He did through Daniel (Daniel 1:17; 5:12, 14, 16).
5. God’s presence brings prosperity and success
for accomplishing God’s will, mission, and pur-

Seeing God’s face
by the inner sight
of faith is the key
to a victorious life.
pose. He is enabling His people to be His faithful witnesses (Acts 1:8; cf. Philippians 2:13).
People living around Abraham and Joseph
noticed that they were prosperous because God
was with them (Genesis 21:22; 39:2–6, 21–23).
God can bless those who have God’s Word, His
will, as the foundation of all their thinking and
activities (Psalm 1:1–6). God stressed that to
Joshua: “Keep this Book of the Law always on
your lips; meditate on it day and night, so that
you may be careful to do everything written in
it. Then you will be prosperous and successful”
(Joshua 1:8).
6. Seeing God’s face by the inner sight of faith
is the key to a victorious life. Without God’s
presence, a believer cannot grow, produce
good fruit, and be victorious over sin as Christ
declared: “Apart from me you can do nothing” (John 15:5). Paul confesses: “I can do all
things through Christ who strengthens me”
(Philippians 4:13 NLT). David acknowledges: “I
have set the Lord always before me; because He
is at my right hand I shall not be moved” (Psalm
16:8 NKJV). When he focused on God, he was
unmovable, but when his sight slipped from the
Lord to Bathsheba then trouble occurred in his
life (2 Samuel 11:2). Only God’s presence gives
us power not to fall and stay in sin (Romans
8:1–4; 1 Corinthians 10:12–13; Colossians
3:1–3; Jude 1:24; Revelation 3:6, 20–21).
7. The face of God brings endurance and perseverance. About Moses, it is stated that he was
faithful to the Lord and persevered in his faith
“because he saw him who is invisible” (Hebrews
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11:27). Not surprisingly, the author of Hebrews
admonishes Christ’s followers to look constantly to their God by fixing their “eyes on Jesus, the
pioneer and perfecter of faith” (Hebrews 12:2).
Victorious people are described as those who
cultivate patience and endurance (Revelation
14:12).
8. God’s face gives a sense of identity. Vis-à-vis
God we realize who we are, that He is holy,
and even though we are sinners (Isaiah 6:1–8;
Zechariah 3:1–5; Romans 5:1–2), we belong to
the Lord when we repent. We are His people,
and He is our Creator and Redeemer; we are
adopted to be His sons and daughters (Psalm
100:3; Isaiah 43:1; John 1:12; Romans 8:15;
Galatians 3:26–29; 4:5; 1 John 3:1).
9. God’s face means that He watches over us,
speaks to us, and hears our prayers as the main
features of the face suggest: eyes, mouth and
ears. These anthropomorphic expressions help
us to understand that God is really for us. “The
eyes of the LORD are on the righteous” (Psalm
34:15); yes, they are “on those who fear him,
on those whose hope is in his unfailing love”
(Psalm 33:18). The Lord Himself promises to
such people: “I will instruct you and teach you
in the way you should go; I will counsel you with
my eye upon you” (Psalm 32:8 ESV). God also
speaks, communicates with His people (Isaiah
41:13), and hears their cries and prayers (Psalm
50:15; Daniel 9:17–19; Philippians 4:6).
10. Seeing God’s face transforms lives (2
Corinthians 3:18; 4:6; Romans 12:1–2). Our
faces are changed to shine (Psalms 31:16; 67:1;
80:3, 7, 19; 119:135; Isaiah 60:1; Daniel 12:3;
Matthew 5:16; Philippians 2:15) until the day
when we will see Him face to face (John 14:1–
3; Acts 1:11; 1 Thessalonians 4:13–18; Titus
2:13) and will be like Him (Philippians 3:20–
21; 1 John 3:1–2). It is by the power of God’s
Word and the Holy Spirit that we are resurrected to new life and changed (Ezekiel 11:19–20;
37:1–14; Ephesians 2:4–6). We are born again,
i.e., from above (the Greek word ánothen has
two meanings: “again” and/or “above”), only
on the basis of the Spirit and Word (see Psalm
33:6; Isaiah 34:16; John 3:3, 5; 1 Peter 1:23;
James 1:18). God’s Word is powerful and will
accomplish what it says (Psalm 33:9; Isaiah
40:8; 55:11; Jeremiah 23:29). Peter powerfully
declares: “For you have been born again, not of
perishable seed, but of imperishable, through
the living and enduring word of God” (1 Peter
1:23 NIV), and James concurs: “He chose to
give us birth through the word of truth” (James
42
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1:18 NIV). Paul eloquently states that it is accomplished by the Holy Spirit: “He saved us,
not because of righteous things we had done,
but because of his mercy. He saved us through
the washing of rebirth and renewal by the Holy
Spirit” (Titus 3:5 NIV). Christ is the source of
life (John 6:63; 10:10, 28; 14:6; 1 John 2:29).
The believer’s heart is illuminated by the
splendor of Christ glory. So, we should arise
and “shine, for your light has come, and the
glory of the LORD rises upon you” (Isaiah 60:1).
Love and justice are the essence of God’s character
and these qualities are reflected in His face and form
the basis of His government: “Righteousness and
justice are the foundation of Your throne; mercy and
truth go before Your face” (Psalm 89:14 NKJV). This
is why David desires to cultivate a lasting relationship with God, which needs to continue day by day.
He promises: “As for me, I shall behold your face in
righteousness; when I awake, I shall be satisfied with
your likeness (Psalm 17:15 ESV). Genuine happiness
comes from the Lord’s presence: “Blessed are the
people who know the festal shout, who walk, O LORD,
in the light of your face” (Psalm 89:15 ESV). One
needs to desire, seek and see God’s face by faith now
in order to enjoy gazing upon the face of God in the
New Earth.
Jesus proclaimed: “Blessed are the pure in heart,
for they will see God” (Matthew 5:8). The redeemed
as inhabitants of the New Jerusalem will delight in
seeing God’s face. Angels enjoy seeing the face of God
too, as Jesus states in Matthew 18:10. True believers will constantly behold His countenance, and
this face-to-face encounter will be their highest and
ultimate experience. John describes it in celebratory
language: “And there shall be no more curse, but the
throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it, and His
servants shall serve Him. They shall see His face,
and His name shall be on their foreheads” (Revelation
22:3–4 NKJV). This promise of seeing God’s face is
the most fascinating picture regarding the closeness
of the redeemed with God. They will live forever and
rejoice in His presence. His presence will be permanently with them, so they will not need to seek His
face. They will gaze upon the splendor and majesty of
the Lord—His full glory; and the more they know their
King and Lord, the more they will be thrilled to serve,
obey and worship Him. Each day throughout all
eternity will bring new discoveries of God’s goodness,
brilliance and the grandeur of His character of love.
Without God’s presence, we are not able to do anything meaningful and lasting (John 15:5; Philippians
4:13). Only by His power through the Holy Spirit can
we be His true witnesses (Acts 1:8). Ellen White rightly stresses: “The strongest argument in favor of the

gospel is a loving and lovable Christian.”12 This is why
we need Him every moment of our life, transforming
and activating us in order to “thrive in His presence”
(Psalm 102:28 NLT).13 Our strength and safety is staying within His loving and caring hands. “Now to him
who is able to keep you from stumbling and to present
you blameless before the presence [katenopion]14 of his
glory with great joy, to the only God, our Savior, through
Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion, and
authority, before all time and now and forever. Amen”
(Jude 1:24–25 ESV).
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SHEPHERDS AFTER GOD’S HEART:
A Biblical Perspective on the Use of
Power and Authority in Leadership
By Boubakar Sanou
An understanding of the concepts of power and authority is indispensable to any form of effective leadership. At an elemental level, power is the ability to do
something. Authority refers to the legitimate permission to exercise power. One important thing that
differentiates power and authority is that a person
can have power, but lack the authority to exercise it or
they can have authority, but lack the ability to make
things happen. Both are needed in leadership. When
God created Adam and Eve in His image, He gave
them power and authority to take dominion over the
rest of creation (Genesis 1:26). To establish Joshua as
Moses’ legitimate successor, God commanded Moses
to give him some of his authority and commission
him in the presence of the whole Israelite community
so that they would be obedient (Numbers 27:19–20).
Before commissioning His disciples for mission,
Jesus gave them the authority necessary for successful ministry (Matthew 10:1). When He set the Great
Commission as the agenda for the Church in all ages,
Jesus granted full permission to His disciples to act
in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
(Matthew 28:18–20).
1
2
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The use of power and authority in spiritual leadership in the Church is the focus of this article. Because
“leadership opens one to the dangerous temptation to
abuse power or to assume superiority over others,”1 it
has the potential to create crises. The article explores
the concepts of power and authority in leadership
from the perspectives of the Creation narrative and
selected passages of Jesus’ ministry to highlight some
lessons for Christian leaders.

Power and Authority in Leadership
Gene Wilkes notes that in leadership, power and
authority “are the medium of exchange that leaders
invest in their relationships to influence people to
move from their current reality to their shared vision
of the future.”2 Jeffrey Pfeffer defines power as “the
ability to influence behavior, to change the course of
events, to overcome resistance, and to get people to do
things they would not otherwise do.”3 The third and
fourth elements in Pfeffer’s definition (“to overcome
resistance and to get people to do things they would
not otherwise do”) may be wrongly interpreted to

Jacques B. Doukhan, “The Creation Narrative,” in Servant and Friends: A Biblical Theology of Leadership, edited by Skip Bell (Berrien Springs,
MI: Andrews University Press, 2014), 32.
Gene Wilkes, “The Use of Power and Authority in Leadership,” http://www.bhcarroll.edu/2018/03/power-and-authority-in -leadership/.
J effrey Pfeffer, Managing with Power: Politics and Influence in Organizations (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1992), 30.
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mean that leaders have a license to coerce or manipulate others to achieve their own agendas rather than
inspiring and motivating them to achieve mutually
beneficial goals. According to Keltner et al, “Power is an
individual’s relative capacity to modify others’ states by
providing or withholding resources or administering
punishments.”4 What the above definitions highlight is
that, depending on how it is used, power can have both
positive and negative effects on people, organizations
and society at large.
John French and Bertrand Raven have suggested
one of the most influential typologies of power in leadership. They identified position power and personal
power as the two main types of power. They proposed
three sources for position power, namely legitimate,
reward and coercive powers, and two sources for personal power, namely referent and expert powers.5 Peter
G. Northouse identifies information power as a fourth

"Coercive Power...
uses fear as a means
to get others to act in a
recommended way."
source of position power.6 Whereas position power refers to the power that only a leadership position confers
to someone, personal power is the influence one wields
not necessarily by virtue of their leadership position, but
because of their inherent personal characteristics or expert knowledge. With personal power, an individual can
develop and enable others through influence without being officially recognized as a leader in their organization.
The aforementioned six sources of power are briefly
discussed below.7
Legitimate Power. Legitimate power is associated with
having status or formal job authority. It enables a person to influence other organization members because
of the position he/she holds in the organization. The
influence wielded by that person is legitimate as long
as it remains within the scope of their stated authority.

4
5
6
7

8
9

Reward Power. This type of power enables leaders to
recognize and reward the contribution of their subordinates through different forms of appreciation such as
promotion, recognition, increased responsibility, etc.
Coercive Power. This type of power is derived from
leaders’ ability to influence their subordinates’ behavior through punishment or the threat of negative consequences. It uses fear as a means to get others to act in
a recommended way.
Information Power. This power is rooted in a person’s
ability to influence others’ behavior because of information he/she has that others do not have or desperately need.
Referent Power. This power finds its source in people’s
admiration, identification and liking for an individual
and their desire to be like him/her. In an organization,
this individual could be a positional leader or not.
Expert Power. Expert power is based on an individual’s ability to influence others’ behavior because of
his/her recognized knowledge, skills or expertise.
Authority in leadership, on the other hand, is the
claim of legitimacy and right to exercise power. It is
the formal right given to leaders to exercise power in
a legitimate way in order to fulfill a set of responsibilities needed to achieve the objectives of their organizations. In democratic systems, authority is the permission granted to leaders to exercise legitimate power.
There are two major typologies of authority. The first
one, suggested by Max Weber, outlines three major
types of authority: legal authority, traditional authority and charismatic authority.8 The alternative typology, suggested by Thomas Thomson Paterson, outlines
the following five basic types of authority: structural
authority, sapiential authority, charismatic authority,
moral authority and personal authority.9 These typologies of authority are briefly described below.
Weber’s Legal Authority is identical to Paterson’s
Structural Authority. This refers to the authority granting an individual the right to exercise legal power by
virtue of their position in an organization.
Traditional Authority. This form of authority rests on
the sanctity of established social, cultural or religious
norms that confer legitimacy to those who occupy
traditionally endorsed positions of authority. Reference
is constantly made to traditions, customs and conventions as a way to ensure compliance.

Dacher Keltner, Deborah H. Gruenfeld, and Cameron Anderson, “Power, Approach, and Inhibition,” Psychological Review 110, no. 2 (2003):
265.
John R. P. French and Bertrand Raven, “The Bases of Social Power,” in Group Dynamics: Research and Theory edited by Dorwin Cartwright
and Alvin Zander (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), 259–269.
Peter G. Northouse, Leadership: Theory and Practice, Seventh edition (Los Angeles: Sage, 2016), 10.
Cf. Fred C. Lunenburg, “Power and Leadership: An Influence Process,” International Journal of Management, Business, and Administration 15,
no. 1 (2012): 1-9; French and Raven, “The Bases of Social Power,” 259–269; Northouse, 10; Debra L. Nelson and James Campbell Quick,
Understanding Organizational Behavior, Fourth Edition (Mason, OH: South-Western/Cengage Learning, 2012).
Max Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive Sociology, edited by Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich (Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1978).
Thomas Thomson Paterson, Management Theory (London: Business Publications, 1966).
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Charismatic Authority. This authority finds its
source in the devotion to a person who is thought to
have supernatural powers or qualities.
Sapiential Authority. This type of authority is
granted to a person by virtue of their exceptional
knowledge, skills or experience.
Moral Authority. This refers to the legitimacy
granted a person for their ability to influence others
by virtue of their exemplary ethical standards.
Personal Authority. This type of authority gives a
person the right to be heard by virtue of some inherent personal qualities.
Any of the above bases for power and authority
can be used for good or abused. As stewards of God’s
authority, all Christians need to use their influence
in a manner that glorifies God and contributes to the
wellbeing of His people.

Leadership: A Biblical Perspective
The Bible is a leadership reference book par
excellence. It is full of leadership principles and
concepts that can be applied to various contexts.
Unfortunately, “The dominant images and metaphors used to describe and define the nature of
leadership in the church have been borrowed and
carried over from other arenas such as business,
without much critical reflection.”10 It is often wrongly
assumed that the characteristics and skills of
Christian leadership are not different from leadership in other areas of society. Blackaby and Blackaby
rightly point out that “Much secular leadership
theory is based on presuppositions that may appear
sound yet promote ideas contrary to the Scriptures.
… Spiritual leaders who merely use secular methods may experience some degree of worldly success, but they will not fulfill their calling as spiritual
leaders.”11 I submit the following three questions as
a guide to how Christian leaders should conceptualize leadership: (1) What did God say about leadership? (2) How did Jesus model leadership? and (3)
What does God look for in Christian leaders? These
questions are examined below.

Leadership Insights from
the Creation Account
The first three chapters of Genesis are foundational texts for a biblical perspective on leadership. They
10

offer important insights on spiritual leadership in the
Church. Following are five of those insights.
1. Leadership is first and foremost a divine prerogative. Commenting on the creation narrative, Jacques Doukhan points out that “The
first word of the Hebrew Bible, bērēšît, which is
generally translated ‘in the beginning’ (Genesis
1:1), encapsulates the essence of leadership;
it is derived from the word rō’š, which literally means “head” and is the technical term
normally used to designate one who is leading
in a given situation. Thus the creation event
is described as an act of leadership. Creation
is leadership par excellence.”12 This means that
Christian leaders are steward/apprentice leaders accountable to God.
2. Leadership is a group process (Genesis 1:26).
Commenting on this, Peter Northouse notes
that, rather than being “a trait or characteristic
that resides [only] in the leader,” leadership is
“a transactional event that occurs between the
leader and the followers. … When leadership is
defined in this manner, it becomes available to everyone. It is not restricted to the formally designated
leader in a group.”13 As a function of the whole
community, effective leadership takes place
in the context of conversation, not command
or control. Being created in the image of God
confers dignity on humans and entrusts them
with responsibility and the capacity to emulate
God. For Christian leadership, this means that
all members deserve to be objectively treated
and equally heard by virtue of the dignity,
responsibility and capacity the image of God affords them, irrespective of their race, ethnicity,
gender or background.14
3. Christian leadership is a call to serve. Like God,
who served humans by giving them all they
needed for their wellbeing (Genesis 1:2–25,
29) and got His hands “dirty” in the process
(Genesis 2:7),15 service should be the vocation
of every Christian leader. It is through selfless
service that leaders succeed by adding value to
other people’s lives.
4. To lead includes empowering and delegating
(Genesis 1:26, 28; 2:19–20). God empowered
Adam and Eve with His image and His blessings
and made them “cocreators” with Him through

 Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a Changing World (San Francisco: JosseyBass, 2006), 116. Emphasis is mine.
11
Henry T. Blackaby and Richard Blackaby, Spiritual Leadership (Nashville: B&H Publishing, 2003), xiii.
12
Doukhan, 31.
13
Northouse, 6. Emphasis is mine.
14
John H. Walton, The NIV Application Commentary: Genesis (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2001), 137–138.
15
Doukhan, 34.
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procreation, dominion over the earth, and the
naming of animals. Thus, Creation was a cooperative act. Although God could have ruled the earth
on His own, He chose to do it with others, despite
the risks. The key point is: “If we want people’s
intelligence and support, we must welcome them
as cocreators. People only support what they
create.”16
5. Genesis 3 not only reminds Christians of the
reality and impact of sin on humans’ relationships with God and with each other, it also gives
them a biblical precedent on how to deal with
poor choices people make. There were at least
three options that were available to God when
Adam and Eve willfully disobeyed Him. First, He
could have just discarded them, that is, let them
die as the result of their sin and then create new
human beings. Second, He could have let them
languish forever under the consequences of their
bad choice. The third option, which God chose,
was that of redemption. The Fall narrative shows
Christians that to lead after God’s own heart is to
deal with people’s poor choices in a redemptive
way by graciously seeking them (Genesis 3:7–10),
graciously confronting them (Genesis 3:11–13),
and graciously offering them reconciliation and
restoration (Genesis 3:14–15). It also suggests
that God’s expression of His love and compassion
is just as essential to Him as is His expression of
His justice and holiness.17

Leadership Insights from Jesus
Jesus set the example for the use of power and authority in spiritual leadership in the Church by calling
His disciples to find greatness through servanthood,
pointing to the fact that He Himself came not to receive
service but to give it (Matthew 20:28). He constantly
warned them against any immoral or unethical use of
the power and authority delegated to them. When James
and John requested the highest positions in Jesus’
kingdom, it caused the other ten disciples to voice their
frustration, probably because they also desired the
same for themselves. Jesus seized that opportunity as
a teaching moment on spiritual leadership (Matthew
20:20–28). He validated power and authority as the
currency of leadership, but at the same time reoriented
“the use of power and authority away from gaining advantage over others toward serving them.”18 He wanted them
to use the spiritual powers and authority He bestowed
16
17
18
19
20

on them not as a source of personal aggrandizement or
mercenary adventure, but rather as an opportunity to
selflessly serve others and to influence them to be His
disciples (Matthew 10:1, 8). His emphasis in His many
exhortations on humility is that true honor resides not
in self-exaltation, but in being exalted by God (Luke
14:7–14; 18:9–17). Jesus later on displayed His servant attitude to His disciples in the Upper Room. The
disciples’ preparation for the Passover Feast did not
include the services of a servant to wash feet at the door
as it was customary to do so. When the time came, none
of them volunteered for this job, generally performed
by the lowest ranking person in a group. That explained
why they argued over who was the greatest among them
(Luke 22:24). Jesus used the occasion to teach them
a practical lesson of humility and selfless service by
washing their feet, as the lowest ranking person in the
room would do (John 13:3–11). Rather than using His
power and authority to His own advantage, He willingly
emptied Himself and took the form of a bond-servant
(Philippians 2:6, 7). This visual lesson in servant leadership was a clear demonstration that, on Jesus’ team,
a position of leadership should be approached as an
opportunity for service. This unique act of service is a
reminder for Christian leaders that a Christ-like attitude
of humility is essential to being receptive to God’s will.
Also, as Christ’s followers, they must be willing to serve
in any way that brings glory to God.
Because of Jesus’ revolutionary approach to power
and authority, His listeners “were amazed at his
teaching, because he taught as one who had authority, and not as their teachers of the law” (Matthew
7:28–29). This powerful testimony to His authority,
in contrast to that of the scribes, is in the fact that the
scribes’ authority came from their erudition in earlier scholars’ views and their own formulation of new
interpretations of Scripture and tradition. Their influence was tied only to the fact that they were learned
men.19 Other than that, “their practices had muted the
authority of the Old Testament because they added
so many traditions and legal requirements that the
power of the Scripture was defeated (e.g., [Matthew]
15:1–9). Thus, they could not speak with authority,
for they had muted the only source of authority.”20 In
contrast, Jesus’ teaching bore God’s own authority, for
what He said was deeply rooted in Scripture. He spoke
for God and not simply about God, as the scribes did.
In addition, there was also no dichotomy between
what He said and how He lived. Through His words
and actions, it was undisputable that His interest was

Margaret Wheatley, Finding Our Way: Leadership for an Uncertain Time (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007), 80.
Walton, 258.
Wilkes. (Italics in the original).
David E. Garland, The NIV Application Commentary: Mark (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996), 70.
Michael J. Wilkins, The NIV Application Commentary: Matthew (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2004), 328.
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in the wellbeing of others. Thus, the crowd’s commendation of Jesus was a subtle revelation about their
crisis of confidence in their religious leaders.
Based on Jesus’ example, the power that spiritual
giftedness and the authority that the gospel commission conferred on church members was always viewed
in the apostolic age as a position of service (diakonia)
to the community of the people of God (1 Corinthians
16:15–16; 2 Corinthians 3:7–9; 4:1; 5:18; 2 Timothy 4:5;
Ephesians 4:11–12). In contrast, the priests and elders
of the Jews did things differently. They used their authority to tightly control and even oppress others. Being
high-ranking members of the priestly line and members of the Sanhedrin, the Jewish ruling establishment,

Baptist’s source of authority for calling all Israel to repentance in light of the coming of the Messiah (Matthew
22:15–22). He knew that John had several convincing
claims to legitimate authority. First, John had authority through lineage, as his father was a priest. Second,
the rare privilege his father had to burn incense in the
temple added to the authority his lineage conferred to
him (Luke 1:9). Since “there were many more priests
and Levites than necessary (perhaps 18,000) for any
given function in the temple, they were chosen for
specific tasks by lot, during their appointed time of
service (besides service on the three major festivals,
they served about two weeks out of the year). Given the
number of priests, a priest might get the opportunity in

they saw themselves as the sole holders and conferrers
of religious authority; thus assuming the prerogative
that belongs to God alone. That is why they confronted
Jesus about the source of His authority (Matthew
21:23–27). Questions like, “By what authority are you
doing these things? And who gave you this authority?”
(Matthew 21:23) probably referred to: (1) Jesus’ disruption of their commercial activities in the temple the
previous day, thus shaming them before the crowds
over whom they wielded illegitimate religious authority
(21:12–13); (2) His authority to heal (21:14–16); or (3) His
authority to teach in the temple (21:23). According to
the sectarian standards of the religious leaders, Jesus
had no authority to do any of these things since He was
neither an official priestly nor scribal authority.21
Jesus responded to the religious leaders’ question
with a counterquestion by asking them about John the

Luke 1:9 only once in a lifetime; this would have been
a special occasion for Zechariah.”22 Third, the special
circumstances that surrounded John’s birth added
extra credit to his ministry as emanating from a divine
source (Luke 1:5–25; 39–80). All these three undeniable
evidences to John’s authority were well known to the
religious leaders, laypeople and even to Herod, who was
king at that time. Thus, Jesus had a watertight case with
John, who had previously pointed to Him as the longawaited Messiah (John 1:29–34; see also John 19:19–
28). Because it was clear to all that John’s ministry had
divine origin and therefore was legitimately authoritative, his testimony about Jesus meant that Jesus also
had divine authority to do whatever He wished, even in
the temple, although He had no formal training.23
Jesus made four points clear about authority in His
discussions with the religious leaders: (1) there are

21
22
23
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two distinct sources of authority in the community of
God’s people: one divine and the other human; (2) not
all forms of authority are ascribed by religious and
ecclesiastical systems; (3) ecclesiastical authority may
not always be in conformity with divine authority; and
(4) if divine authority is known, but religious leaders
make decisions that contradict it in order to benefit
their own agendas, it is divine authority that should be
obeyed. Jesus pointed to the same principle of loyalty
to divine authority in Matthew 22:15–22, when the
Pharisees attempted to trap Him with the tax issue. A
key point contained in His statement, “Render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God
the things that are God’s” (verse 21), is this: The coin
which bore Caesar’s image should be surrendered to
him; but because human beings bear God’s image,
they should surrender themselves to God’s authority.
In other words, the less important matter of authority
should be given to humans, but the weightier matter in
one’s life and call to ministry should be given to God.24
That is why, when the Sanhedrin attempted to keep the
apostles from fulfilling their calling, they firmly replied: “We must obey God rather than human beings!”
(Acts 5:29).
The foundation of Jesus’ use of power and authority is His sacrificial love. This is how John the beloved
disciple portrays that love: “… Having loved his own
who were in the world, he loved them to the end” (John
13:1). This is a striking statement. Although Jesus
knew that He would soon be betrayed by Judas, and for
a time disowned by Peter and deserted by all the rest,
He still loved them to the fullest extent. Despite our

own shortcomings, He also continues to show us the
same love and invites us to do the same for others (John
13:15). One of the best ways to respond to such a love
is to ask for His grace to let go of bitterness and resentment towards those who have hurt us, as these are some
of the major hinderances to serving as Jesus served.

Conclusion
Christians are stewards of God’s authority by virtue
of the gospel commission. As steward leaders, they are
called to lead, in whatever capacity, by following God’s
model. The power and authority delegated to them are
an extension of Jesus’ own power and authority. As
such, they are to be exercised in the same manner as
He exercised His.25 Instead of exploiting and dominating others, or being obsessed with self-esteem, selffulfillment and self-glory, Christian leaders need to
always use their power and authority for God’s glory
and the greater good of those they are called to serve.
Because leadership is God’s prerogative, no human
being has the right to positional leadership or to claim
prerogatives that belong to God alone.26 That would be
coveting the throne of God, which is not without consequences (Cf. Isaiah 14:12–15; Ezekiel 28:12–17).27
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eknott@andrews.edu
Admin. Assist.:
Irmgard Gallos, N206, 269-471-3514
				
inministry@andrews.edu
Hispanic Track Dir.:
Ricardo Norton, S233, 269-471-8318
				ricardo@andrews.edu
Admin. Assist.:		
Sonia Wilches, S221, 269-471-6170
				ihm@andrews.edu

Master of Arts (Religion) (MA [Rel])
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Cedric Vine, N126, 269-471-3294
cvine@andrews.edu
Hong Park, N124, 269-471-3218
mareligion@andrews.edu

Master of Arts (Religious Education) (MARelEd)
MARelEd/Master of Social Work (MSW)
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Jasmine Fraser, N215, 269-471-6063
fraserj@andrews.edu
Melissa Alexander, N210, 269-471-6186
amelissa@andrews.edu

Master of Arts in Youth & Young Adult Ministry (MAYYAM),
MAYYAM/Master of Science in Community and International
Development (CIDP), MAYYAM/Master of Social Work (MSW)
Director:
David Sedlacek, N216, 269-471-6375
			
sedlacek@andrews.edu
Admin. Assist.: Ashley Reddy, N210, 269-471-6186
			
reddy@andrews.edu

Master of Divinity (MDiv), MDiv/MA in Communication (MA)
MDiv/Master of Public Health (MPH)
MDiv/Master of Social Work (MSW)
Director:
			
Admin. Assists.:
			
			
			

Fernando Ortiz, N209, 269-471-3416
ortizl@andrews.edu
Mona Sarcona, N212, 269-471-3538
mdiv@andrews.edu
Keila Diaz-Hernandez, N210, 269-471-3984
mdivadmissions@andrews.edu

PhD (Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology)
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Randall Younker, HM206, 269-471-6183
younker@andrews.edu
Trisha Robertson, N320, 269-471-6002
phd@andrews.edu

PhD (Religion)
Doctor of Theology (ThD)
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

John Reeve, N325, 269-471-3418
jreeve@andrews.edu
Trisha Robertson, N320, 269-471-6002
phd@andrews.edu

PhD (Religious Education)
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Jasmine Fraser, N215, 269-471-6063
fraserj@andrews.edu
Melissa Alexander, N210, 269-471-6186
amelissa@andrews.edu

Postdoctoral Fellowship
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.

Wagner Kuhn, S211, 269-471-6973
kuhn@andrews.edu
Daniel Duffis Gordon, S203, 269-471-6505

Seminary Department Chairs and Assistants
Christian Ministry
Chair:		
			
Office Mgr.:
			

Church History

Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Willie Hucks II, S228, 269-471-6383
hucks@andrews.edu
Sylvie Baumgartner, S220, 269-471-6371
sylvie@andrews.edu
Trevor O'Reggio, N332, 269-471-3572
toreggio@andrews.edu
Janine Carlos, N327, 269-471-3541
chis@andrews.edu

Discipleship & Religious Education
Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

New Testament
Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Old Testament

Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

David Sedlacek, N216, 269-471-6375
sedlacek@andrews.edu
Ashley Reddy, N210, 269-471-6186
reddy@andrews.edu
Richard Choi, N128, 269-471-6573
choir@andrews.edu
Rachel Sauer, N125, 269-471-3219
sauerr@andrews.edu
Paul Gregor, N114, 269-471-6344
pgregor@andrews.edu
Rachel Sauer, N111, 269-471-2861
sauerr@andrews.edu

Theology & Christian Philosophy
Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Ante Jerončić, N315, 269-471-3198
jeroncic@andrews.edu
Janine Carlos, N311, 269-471-3607
thst@andrews.edu

World Mission

Chair:		
			
Admin. Assist.:
			
			

Wagner Kuhn, S211, 269-471-6973
kuhn@andrews.edu
Daniel Duffis Gordon, S203
269-471-6505
dmiss@andrews.edu

InMinistry Center
Director:
			
Admin. Assist.:
			

Esther Knott, N208, 269-471-3353
eknott@andrews.edu
Irmgard Gallos, N206, 269-471-3514
inministry@andrews.edu

Deans’ Office

Dean: Jiří Moskala, N228, 269-471-3205, moskala@andrews.edu
Director of Seminary Business Administration:
		 Sharyn R. Smoot, N225, 269-471-3175, shari@andrews.edu
Executive Assistant:
		 Dorothy Show, S229, 269-471-3536, showd@andrews.edu
Associate Dean:
		 Teresa Reeve, N227, 269-471-3418, tlreeve@andrews.edu
Administrative Assistant:
		 Karen Rodrigues, N230, 269-471-6941, seminary@andrews.edu

The views and opinions expressed in these articles are solely
those of the original authors and do not necessarily represent
those of Andrews University nor the Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary. All authors assume full responsibility for the
accuracy of all facts and quotations in their articles.
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“The world needs today . . .
a revelation of Christ. A great work
of reform is demanded, and it is only
through the grace of Christ that the
work of restoration, physical, mental,
and spiritual, can be accomplished.”

E.G. White

"The Ministry of Healing"
Mountain View, California: Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 1905, page 143
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Seminary dean, professor
of Old Testament exegesis
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Doctor of Ministry
Program director and
professor. Founder and
pastor of The Grace
Place in South Bend,
Indiana.
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A graduate of Andrews
University with a BFA in
art direction, emphasis in
advertising. Employed by
the Seminary deans' office
since 2014.
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Copy Editor
Served in the Seminary
for 45 years, received BA
in English from Andrews.
Currently retired.

Dorothy Show
Editorial Assistant
Executive assistant,
Seminary deans’ office.

Pat Spangler
Assistant Copy Editor
Contract project director
and associate FOCUS
editor, Office of University
Communication.
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GROWING & MULTIPLYING CHURCHES ANDREWS UNIVERSITY

CONCENTRATION DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

Anthony WagenerSmith, Concentration Coordinator

BE PART OF THE NEW COHORT
LAUNCHING IN 2021!
Application Deadline:
February 12, 2021
Ready to start your application?
Visit andrews.edu/apply

“Men (and Women) are needed who pray to
God for wisdom, and who, under the guidance
of God, can put new life into the old methods
of labor and can invent new plans and new
methods of awakening the interest of church
members and reaching the men and
women of the world.”
(Ev 105.3)

CONTACT:
dmin@andrews.edu

1-269-471-3552 or
1-269-471-3544

andrews.edu/dmin

